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Abstract 

Wuhan Han Opera Theater (WHOT, formerly Han Opera) is a 400-year old regional opera based in 

Wuhan, in Hubei Province, in China. WHOT’s recent designation as a public institution under China’s 

neoliberal creative economy initiative to enter the global market has necessitated its transformation 

from a cultural institution (wenhua jigou) into a creative industry (wehua chanye). As such, WHOT 

must now create adaptive strategies, alter traditional conventions of performance, infrastructure, edu-

cation and community presence, reconstitute traditional social functions at the national level, and most 

importantly, manage a relationship with the government that is entirely novel for both. In the summer 

of 2016, WHOT participated in two government-led projects: Opera into Campuses and the Chinese 

National Arts Fund. These programs were the focus of my ethnographic fieldwork, to identify possible 

effects of the creative economy initiative on a traditional musical institution. Specifically, inquiry was 

made as to whether and how creative musical and organizational adaptations were being decided, im-

plemented and executed, and as to how the outcomes of these adaptations were being evaluated. De-

spite using an ethnographic approach, findings from the preliminary study were found to be much 

more broadly generalizable and applicable across disciplines than expected. As a result, this thesis 

makes the following arguments: for modernization of an institution of traditional music to be effective, 

a relationship must exist whereby the transitioning institution is given creative license to generate 

continued socio-cultural productivity through its creative class (“talent”) in joint cooperation with, 

rather than dependence on, government agencies. The goal must be to revitalize rather than simply 

preserve such an institution, and to avoid cultural attrition of unique musical qualities of the institution.  
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PREFACE: The Terminology and the Politics of Romanization 

There are foundational sources for this thesis. One is Nancy Guy’s Peking Opera and Politics 

in Taiwan, another one is Zhang Xiang’s Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Hand-

book of Han Opera Artifacts. This thesis will make use of many of the terms identified in these texts, 

as well as the practice of Romanization with regards to the names of subject.1 At first glance, Peking 

Opera and Han Opera appear to be homologues, as there are many terms in the Han and Peking Operas 

that are used alternately. There is, as well, their shared use of the pihuang musical system. Since the 

terms that Guy uses are the most well-known among scholars, I will use these terms to illustrate the 

Han Opera in a more universal manner. For example, in Guy's view, the Hanyu Pinyin system is the 

dominant Romanization system used in contemporary Chinese studies, and will be used in the trans-

lation of Chinese names and terms, such as for folk instruments and role categories described in this 

study.2 When it comes to names, I retain the Romanized spelling of all the individuals. Also in China, 

the order of a person’s name is reversed from what is typical in the United States.3 In Guy’s book, this 

protocol is preserved. I follow this protocol as well. 

In the past few centuries, Han Opera was also called Chu Diao (Tune of Chu), Han Diao (Tune 

of Han), Chu Qiang (Voice of Chu), etc. In the Republic of China (1912-1949), it was officially named 

Han Ju. Ju literally means opera, many western scholars who have used the Chinese in their work, 

such as Jonathan P. J. Stock, who in his book uses “HuJu” instead of “Hu Opera”; however, I decided 

to use the term “Han Opera” instead of “Hanju.” I choose the translation to reduce unfamiliar words 

                                                             
1 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005). 

2 Ibid., xiii. 

3 People share a strong ancestral lineage. The family name represents an individual’s genetic identity, so the Chi-

nese put surnames in front of given names. 
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as often as possible to make this document more readable for the English speaker. When it comes to 

other items’ name in Han Opera, I will follow the book Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An 

Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Artifacts.4 This book, edited by scholars of the Hubei Provincial 

Museum, is written for the international readers. It belongs to the Intangible Cultural Heritage Series,5 

which is an exhibition held by Hubei Provincial Museum. The book is a collected work containing 

many valued Han Opera resources, such as famous performers’ interviews, performing pictures, and 

musical analyses, and translations, the latter of which were completed through cooperation between 

independent translators and Han Opera specialists. For these reasons, I believe that this source provides 

the most proper translation of terms relevant to a study of Han Opera.  

 

                                                             
4 Zhang Xiang,楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003). 

5 Exhibition took place May 8, 2013 to August 11, 2013 in Wuhan. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Han Ju, which is more commonly referred to as Han Opera in English, is a Chinese regional 

traditional opera that presents performance art and emphasizes the use of sung tunes to represent var-

ious characters on stage. Han Opera is mainly popular in the Wuhan, Hubei Province. Wuhan, the 

political, economic and cultural center and the capital of Hubei Province and the biggest inland trans-

portation hub of mainland China, has been formative to the influence and cultural significance of Han 

Opera.6 

This thesis is mainly an ethnographic study of Han Opera as a recognized intangible culture 

heritage (ICH) public institution as designated by the Chinese government7 , renamed Wuhan Han 

Opera Theatre (hereafter referred to as WHOT). It includes both a review of literature regarding Han 

Opera and my own fieldwork reports on WHOT and the Han Opera Study Center of the Central China 

Normal University (CCNU). This thesis asserts that designating the traditional Chinese performing 

troupe as a creative institution has enabled Han Opera to serve as an ideal case study of an institution 

in transition and, if successful, could help Han Opera regain its significance in the context of China’s 

economic globalization and modernization.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 58-66. 

7 A kind of government-owned company. 
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Traditional Han Opera 

With more than 400 years of development, Han Opera boasts an extensive repertory, reportedly 

including 800 plays.8 The ten types of roles in Han Opera have retained the features of those in Chi-

nese opera classics and have their own distinct characteristics in performance. Unlike the Western tonal 

system, music in Han Opera follows the pi-huang musical system. It is based on the pentatonic scale 

like much of Chinese folk music, and is accompanied with geqiang, kunqu, zaqiang and other tunes. I 

will discuss “tunes” and “tuning” in detail in chapter 1. As a regional opera within a multi-dialectical 

area, the Wuhan dialect is taken as the standard language of Han Opera and retains distinct local fea-

tures.9 China’s recent official stance on Mandarin as the standard for education has caused a shift in 

sung dialect and accent from traditional regional We (Wuhan dialect) to Wuhan dialect with a Mandarin 

“tone”, altering the traditional rhyme-based improvisational method of song delivery. The socio-polit-

ico and cultural implications of this seemingly insignificant concession to modern audience preference 

will be discussed further in the significant findings and conclusion. 

On the stage, a performance of Han Opera requires two sections, divided for performers and 

musicians. The orchestra accompanies the performers’ acting and singing to enrich the operatic effect. 

Han Opera’s ensemble is divided into two parts, wenchang (literary court or civic court) and wuchang 

(martial court). There are four items in the literary court: jinghu (spike fiddle, so-called Beijing Opera 

fiddle, playing the same melody with the singers), erhu (a two-stringed spike fiddle with a lower reg-

ister than jinghu), sanxian (a three-stringed plucked long-necked lute) and yueqin (a four-stringed 

                                                             
8 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts) (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003], 106. 

9 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 92. 
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plucked short-necked lute with a full-moon-shaped sound box). Besides the four instruments, dizi 

(bamboo flute) and suona (a double-reed woodwind instrument) sometimes also play with them in the 

ensemble. In the martial court, there are many kinds of percussion instruments: biangu (side drum), 

yunban (hard-wood clappers), daluo (large gong), xiaoluo (small gong), and bo (cymbals). 

Han Opera is known for its systematic categorization of types of roles. Performers of Han 

Opera are grouped into ten hangdangs, which refers to different types of roles in a traditional Chinese 

opera. In Record of Heroes, an early Han Opera play, there were as many as fourteen types. By the late 

period of Emperor Jiaqing’s reign (1796-1820) in the Qing Dynasty, the roles in Han Opera had been 

grouped into ten types, which have been maintained to this day. These ten types of roles have their 

own singing, acting, gestural, and costuming features,10 so I suggest that these ten tole-types can be 

referred to as “genres” of performance in the Han Opera, as each requires specialized and exclusive 

training and therefore, each has evolved along its own particular lines of development and history. As 

a result of the detailed categorization of role-type, I will argue in the first chapter that Han Opera has 

the ability to perform stories from a full range of social classes, which enhances its ability to represent 

local traditions. Han Opera at one time was a symbol of folk culture throughout the Wuhan area. It was 

popular with the people, and the reception by the audience both stimulated and contributed to the 

formation of Han Opera’s artistic development. In this period, Han Opera embodied a collective, co-

operative endeavor. Han Opera performers were greatly admired and respected among the local peo-

ple.11 

                                                             
10 Dexuan Yang, 汉剧图文志 [Illustrated Book on Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011), 92. 

11 Dexuan Yang, 汉剧图文志 [Illustrated Book on Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011), 35. 
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After the 1980s, many Chinese traditional arts increasingly struggled with economic instabil-

ity. With the loss of audience attendance and demand, Han Opera reached a point during which it 

could no longer maintain an independent identity, and it became dependent for its survival upon 

highly structured government-based institutions, called public institutions (shiye danwei). In the gov-

ernment-owned company system, Han Opera was treated as a dying traditional cultural production 

which the government nevertheless wished to preserve, although the highly-accomplished perform-

ers were losing their discourse powers with government administrators during this period. The opera 

was also facing a problem from hybridization with other operas, something that further eroded Han 

Opera’s distinctiveness. There were increasingly similar problems occurring between Han Opera and 

other local opera companies. In 2015, the Han Opera play, Story of Losing a Son, was composed for 

applying to the Chinese National Art Fund project. The fund is a mechanism that separates the man-

agement and reproduction of artistic productions within an institutional system.12 It restored auton-

omy to Han Opera performers and reinvigorated their passion for performing and creating original 

works again. 

Right now, Han Opera is not only positioned at the national level, but at regional and local 

levels, as well, and it has been acknowledged by the government for its intangible cultural value. 

Wuhan, itself, is, again, a hub of activity and cultural exchange. Thus, examining Han Opera as a 

public institution in modern Wuhan is a worthy research subject and topic, not just for ethno-, eco- 

and musicology, but anthropology, economics and sociology as well. Ethnographic research is partic-

ularly interested in transitions of form and structure and relationships between communities and 

                                                             
12 Chinese National Arts Fund’s Announcement ‘“艺术项目制管理”走入正轨,” [“Art project management” into 

the right track]. Last modified August 1, 2016, accessed October, 2016 . 
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larger governing entities, and examines the means and manner by which subjects classify and organ-

ize their own knowledge. WHOT, with a long-standing archival history, provides an ideal research 

community as it transitions under the new economic system and must employ all of its talent to suc-

cessfully manage its programs. The alterations and adaptations that have become necessary for its 

performers, staff and productions are especially valuable for research, and this thesis will provide 

suggestions for continued research by other scholars who might have an interest in this traditional art 

form. Ultimately, I suggest that this strategy and its effects could set a model for other regional 

opera’s development nationwide in modern era.  

 

Han Opera Institution 

From the early twentieth century to the present, Han Opera experienced a rise followed by a 

decline in popularity. In the first half of the twentieth century, Han Opera reached its height under the 

People’s Republic of China. In that era, a number of Han Opera masters, including Yu Hongyuan, Wu 

Tianbao and Chen Bohua, were active. These masters influenced Han Opera’s evolution and formu-

lated a classical stylization of their own role-types. In 1952, there were 24 Han Opera Troupes in the 

Hubei province, including the Hubei Province Han Opera Troupe and Wuhan City Han Opera Troupe. 

After the implementation of the modernizing and westernizing “Economic Reform and Open Up” 

(gaige kaifang) policy in 1978, contemporary Chinese people shifted their media and entertainment 

preferences from live performances to televised content.13 Many of the seminal Han Opera masters 

died in the 1980s. Traditional Chinese opera, in general, went into decline and thus so did Han Opera. 

                                                             
13 Ibid., 34. 
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By the 1990s, there were only “one and a half”14 troupes left: WHOT and Hubei Opera Troupe (Hubei 

Opera Troupe is not only for Han Opera but also includes many other kinds of operas which were 

popular in Hubei). In 2006, Han Opera was included on a list among other organizations as part of 

China’s National Intangible Cultural Heritage (NICH); at the same time, WHOT became institution-

alized as a NICH Government-owned Company.15 With renewed governmental support, Han Opera 

was given the opportunity to maintain its major characteristics and continue its presence in modern 

society. The new designation, however, has forced traditional performing artists to compromise their 

artistic discipline to a certain degree to accommodate the government’s direct systematic management 

of the industry and so, Han Opera has begun a new phase in its centuries-long history.  

This institutionalization process is a benchmark and a pivotal threshold in Han Opera’s history. 

The institutionalization of Han Opera is not a simple modern reframing of the original tradition; it has 

its own significant method of musical transmission and relates traditional performing arts to modern 

social and political forces, which are shaping Han Opera “in order to maintain musical viability within 

the life of a community”.16 WHOT is required to design original ways of regaining social and cultural 

relevance, under the new economic policy and designation, and there are changes internally in terms 

of approach and content, changes externally in terms of relationships with society and with the gov-

ernment, and changes on stage in terms of delivery, stage design and audience appeal all happening 

simultaneously. Relationships between Han opera institutions and the political environment in which 

they exist have had a critical impact on the opera’s ability to continue to thrive. Opera institutions in 

                                                             
14 Dexuan Yang, 汉剧图文志 [Illustrated Book on Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011), 32. 

15 Ibid., 35. 

16 Judah Cohen, “Music Institutions and the Transmission of Tradition,” Ethnomusicology, 53/2 (2009): 308-325. 
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China have been controlled by the government at various points previously, but at this stage, the dis-

tribution and promotion of opera is also having an effect on the government’s policies for the first time. 

The Peoples Republic of China’s first president Mao Zedong gave a speech in 1942 to address the 

official government attitude toward the arts. He asserted that, “Works of literature and art, as ideolog-

ical forms, are products of the reflection in the human brain of the life or a given society”.17 In 2005, 

Nancy Guy claimed that Peking Opera in Taiwan was produced by the government from the Japanese 

colonial period to the Nationalists’ period to achieve the authorities’ political goals.18 After the imple-

mentation of gaige kaifang policies, the political environment changed rapidly.19  

Modern China is involved in an ongoing transformation process: the state aims to extend eco-

nomic rationalism into every local citizen’s daily life20 and in order to accomplish this, it has begun 

to reorganize itself into an economic enterprise at the national level.21 All agencies, whether they be-

long to the government or not, are treated as different divisions, departments, and sub-departments of 

the state.22 Moreover, institutionalization of cultural organizations has been adopted as a strategy of 

neoliberal transformation. In this thesis, this national enterprise of economic rationalism is embodied 

by the re-institutionalization of Han Opera and the launch of two government-led programs. In these 

two programs, WHOT cooperated with local schools and universities to promote Han Opera and in-

troduce traditional diversity into urban centers. The government subsidized both the theater and the 

                                                             
17 Mao Zedong, Mao Zedong on Literature and Art (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1967). 

18 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (University of Illinois Press, 2005), 33-42. 

19 Helen Rees, “Environmental Crisis, Culture Loss, and a New Musical Aesthetic: China’s ‘Original Ecology 

Folksong’ In Theory and Practice,” Ethnomusicology 60/1 (Winter 2016): 53. 

20 Hai Ren, the Middle Class in Neoliberal China (New York: Routledge, 2013), 44-68. 

21 Ibid. 

22 Steven Cheung, Will China Go “Capitalist?”(London: Institute of Economic Affairs, 1982), 39-40. 
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schools. Thus, this transformation process navigates new interactions between Han Opera and society, 

namely balancing the tension from performers’ creative aspirations, the limits of tolerance in Chinese 

public culture, and the demands of government supervision. This whole process reflects how creative 

economy initiative happens in Neoliberal Chinese society.23 As a cultural form, Han Opera impacts 

social development and is a kind of political and social agenda, which has power to affect the environ-

ment.24 For the Chinese neoliberal market, cultural institutions were reformed and reorganized into 

cultural enterprises by the government, and this plays a significant role in Chinese economic transfor-

mation.25 To play a role in this market, individuals must change their traditional values, modify their 

habitual lifestyles, and develop technologies to align with modern norms.26 Also, the productivity of 

individuals is essential to the “Party-state’s effort to transform China from an industrial producer to a 

creative designer in order to reach the next stage of economic development”, which constitutes the so-

called creative economy initiative.27  

The rising of creative economy and its corresponding productive “creative class” was first 

established in 2002 to drive technological, economic, cultural and geographic change.28 Richard 

Florida, author of The Rise of the Creative Class, suggests that in a relatively developed society, cre-

                                                             
23 Sheldon Lu, “Artistic Interventions in Contemporary China,” China Information, 29/2 (Winter 2015): 282-297. 

24 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005), 7. 

25 Hai Ren, the Middle Class in Neoliberal China (New York: Routledge, 2013), 44-68. 

26 Hai Ren, Neoliberalism and Culture in China and Hong Kong (New York: Routledge, 2010), x-xvii. 

27 Lily Chumley, Creativity Class: Art School and Culture Work in Postsocialist China (Princeton: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 2016), 7. 

28 Florida Richard, The Rise of the Creative Class, 2nd ed. (New York: Basic Books, 2014), 12. 
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ativity is an essential way to work in the free market, and the creative process is social, not individ-

ual.29 A creative economy is based on people using their creativity to produce transferable, widely 

usable new forms to create value.30 Florida presents an emergence of creative class and creative or-

ganization in his study. The definitions of both the creative class and institutional reorganization are 

fully applicable to Han Opera theatre’s situation. Therefore, WHOT, Han Opera performers and per-

formances have their new identities in terms of creative organization, creative class, and production. 

In this thesis, I use Florida’s ideas to address my research argument: Wuhan Han Opera Thea-

tre’s management is designed for working as a creative organization which allows Han Opera per-

formers and instrumentalists as a creative class to be valued and challenged by the organization. The 

Chinese National Arts Fund provides extra funding for WHOT through a separating selection com-

mittee that has mechanisms for mobilizing recourse around performers’ creativity.31 The Opera into 

Campuses summer camp program in 2016 was a stage for Han Opera to practice and develop their 

productions, and also, by other activities in this program, to rebuild the local music educational sys-

tem into a more all-around active and tolerant environment for Han Opera’s development.32 The 

Chinese government-owned institution and government-led programs all echo creative economy’s 

liberal logic which shows that institutionalization of Han Opera in recent years is a method for nego-

tiating between neoliberalism and socialism in Chinese transformation. 

 

                                                             
29 Ibid., 15. 

30 Ibid., 39. 

31 Ibid., 26. 

32 Ibid., 39. 
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Literature Review 

This thesis explores and bridges two interrelated ethnomusicological concerns: the preservation 

of Chinese intangible cultural heritage33 and the role institutions play in the transmission of tradition.34 

Recent work by Nancy Guy demonstrates the need to investigate the relationship between government 

and Han Opera. In Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan, Nancy Guy discusses the relationship be-

tween Peking Opera survival and the achievement of a nationalist identity.35 Before 1949 the Peking 

Opera was used to express Chinese identity under Japanese rule, but the genre was rejected and lost 

its audience among the original residents of Taiwan after 1949 when nationalists from China withdrew 

to Taiwan. Yet Peking Opera relied on nationalist support for its survival to encourage the residents of 

Taiwan to embrace China. Guy argues that the rise and fall of the Peking Opera can be related directly 

to the rise and fall of the Nationalists in Taiwan and thus to the party’s political achievement. Peking 

Opera’s political resonances invite similar questions about Han Opera.  

The research of Helen Rees signals the importance of considering the relationship between 

government-owned intangible cultural heritage companies and the future of folk arts. In the article 

“Intangible Cultural Heritage in China Today: Policy and Practice in the Early Twenty-First Cen-

tury”, Rees mentions that the Chinese intangible cultural heritage program started in 2006, almost a 

half century later than in Japan and South Korea. Because of the delayed attention to the issue, Rees 

                                                             
33 Keith Howard, Music as Intangible Cultural Heritage (New York: Routledge), 2016. Also see Helen Rees, 

“Intangible Cultural Heritage in China Today: Policy and Practice in the Early Twenty-First Century,” in Music as 

Intangible Cultural Heritage, ed. Keith Howard(New York: Routledge 2016), 23-54; and Rees, “Environmental Crisis, 

Culture Loss, and a New Musical Aesthetic: China’s ‘Original Ecology Folksong’ In Theory and Practice,” 

Ethnomusicology 60/1 (Winter 2016): 53. 

34 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005); and Judah 

Cohen, “Music Institutions and the Transmission of Tradition,” Ethnomusicology, 53/2(Spring/Summer 2009), 308-325. 

35 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005). 
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expresses a concern about the sustainability of traditional arts and how crucial national and local au-

thorities are in maintaining traditional arts. Moreover, she described that in 1987, the Chinese stu-

dents in her class ignored and did not like their folk music, but twenty years later they started to cher-

ish and promote the tradition to the next generation.36  

From an economic standpoint, in The Middle Class in Neoliberal China: Governing risk, 

Life-building, and Themed Spaces (2013), Hai Ren provides an in-depth ethnography on the photo-

graphic practices at the Chinese Ethnic Culture Park. He uses the Chinese Ethnic Culture Park as a 

way to illustrate a “spectacle-consumption phenomenon” in China. He argues that consuming the 

spectacle of ethnic character is a life-style of the middle-class in modern China, and that China al-

ready has a neoliberal economy.  

This neoliberal context is significant for development of creative economy. Richard Florida 

argues, in his book The Rise of The Creative Class, that the development of such an economy “re-

quires a diversity and appropriate physical environment,” which specifically means “talent” (creativ-

ity of people), “tolerance” (culture diversity), and “technology” (which can liberate people from 

heavy work which have invaded their lives).37 Thus, neoliberal China, combined with Ren’s argu-

ment, provides a suitable environment for a developing creative economy.  

Returning to Ren’s book, the Chinese Ethnic Culture Park case presents the role that institu-

tionalization plays in the traditional culture’s transmission process in the modern city. The park was 

built in the early 1990s, and it is still a hot spot that creates economic benefit and affects people’s en-

joyment, in return. By shaping the traditional arts in the modern society to maintain its viability, the 

                                                             
36 Helen Ress, “Intangible Cultural Heritage in China Today: Policy and Practice in the Early Twenty-First Cen-

tury,” in Music as Intangible Cultural Heritage , ed. Keith Howard (New York: Routledge 2016), 23-54. 

37 Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class, 2nd ed. (New York: Basic Books, 2014), 35. 
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“spectacle-consumption phenomenon” responds to Cohen’s theory38, which argues that institutionali-

zation of traditional performing arts is a transmission process and can help traditional performing arts 

to maintain its vitality in the modern society. 

Consumerism and ethnicity are not just issues China faces, but have been faced by many na-

tions in history, especially now. Native Americans, for instance, frequently encounter issues of how 

to handle certain cultural artifacts in terms of commercial marketing and consumerism (headdresses, 

“peace pipes”, etc.). Brazil, on the other hand, is world-famous for how it “sells” its cultural legacy 

during Carnival. Hai Ren’s spectacle-consumption theory brings a worldwide perspective to help us 

understand the significance of consumerism and ethnicity in traditional Chinese culture. Ren’s re-

search establishes a model for this study about how to analyze the cultural management practice of 

Han Opera.  

Returning to scholars’ concerns about the preservation of intangible cultural heritage, it is a 

popular project to which many Chinese literatures have been contributed. In the literature and sociol-

ogy fields, The Collection of Han Opera’s material (1882-1949)39  was a National Social Science 

Funding research subject called The Study of Han Opera’s History and Art Form, which was led by 

Zhu Weiming from Hubei University. It contains all the reviews, journals, news, and articles about 

Han Opera during the 1882-1949, which were collected from various libraries in China. Zhu Weiming 

is a professor of literature and specializes on Chinese ancient literature and opera literature history. 

This book provides a reliable resource for confirming the historical data from other Han Opera review 

                                                             
38 Judah Cohen, “Music Institutions and the Transmission of Tradition,” Ethnomusicology, 53/2(Spring/Summer 

2009): 308-325. 

39 Weiming Zhu, 汉剧研究资料汇编 [The collection of Han Opera’s material(1882-1949)](Wuhan: Wuhan 

Publish House, 2012). 
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books. Han Opera in the Social History Perspective 1912-1949 by Zheng Weiwei is a sociological 

work based on Wuhan area newspapers during the Republic of China Period (1912-1949). 40 It focuses 

on Han Opera’s changes through the period, the reason and mechanism of the change during the evolv-

ing period, what roles the people played, and how they affected the process. It provides sociological 

perspective for studying the relationship between Han Opera and its environment, but it does not focus 

on music and does not discuss the situation in the People’s Republic China in the 21st century. My 

work refers to and expands on Zhang’s sociological argument.    

As far as the music of Han Opera is concerned, Li Jinzhao’s Ramble of Han Opera Music41 

and The Study of Han Opera Music42 summarized many theoretical concepts in the music of Han 

Opera. The author is a famous jinghu player, opera composer, and theorist of Han Opera. I call him Li 

Laoshi (teacher Li). Teacher Li was the accompanist of Han Opera master, Chen Bohua. He plays 

Jinghu. This instrument usually plays with melody which the main characters sing. As the accompanist 

in the WHOT (1951-2016), he has accumulated a large amount of Han Opera music. Noting his im-

portance, the Hubei Provincial Museum establishes a Studio of Li Jinzhao’s Han Opera Research for 

him. These two books collect his three important works of Han Opera music theory: the regular pattern 

of ban (down beat) and yan (weak beat), the regular pattern of luoyin (rhyme scheme), and Han Opera 

seventeen rhyme. In this document, I will use Li Jinzhao’s music theory writings to illustrate the es-

sential features of Han Opera music. Additionally, The Collection of Han Opera43 was written by a 

                                                             
40 Weiwei Zhang, 社会学视角下的汉剧 [Han Opera in the Social History Perspective (1912-1949)] (Beijing: 

People’s Publishing House, 2015). 

41 Jinzhao Li, 汉剧音乐漫谈 [Ramble of Han Opera Music] (Shanghai: ShangHai Music Publish House, 1987). 

42 Jinzhao Li, 汉剧音乐研究 [The Study of Han Opera Music] (Wuhan: Wuhan Publish House, 2011). 

43 Jinzhao Li and Maosheng Qi, 汉剧音乐集成 [The Collection of Han Opera] (Wuhan: Wuhan Publish House, 
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group of scholars led by Li Jinzhao. This book systematically presents the Labeled Tunes (the names 

of the tunes to which music are composed) of Han Opera. There are regular patterns of gong and drums 

and the percussion feature of the xipi and erhuang melodic system, which included notation examples. 

 

Methodology 

My ethnographic fieldwork was conducted with certain research assumptions, namely that 1) 

WHOT’s transition under new economic directives and goals would be problematic, particularly in 

terms of preserving certain unique and defining characteristics of Wuhan Han Opera’s traditional re-

gional identity during modernization, 2) that I would be witnessing creative, original solutions to chal-

lenges, and 3) that archives existed whereby I could compare various pre-transition performance and 

content conventions to transitional versions, particularly in terms of dialect as a salient feature of tra-

ditional Wuhan Han Opera. I expected that data would emerge during the study regarding aspects of 

designing and implementing creative strategies and that there would be recurring themes in the form 

of concerns, limitations, solutions and perspectives (“attitude” and “sentiment”) within my research 

community, including audience members. The initial ambiguity inherent in an ethnographic study was 

desirable, in my case. I also assumed that hypotheses, if any, would emerge organically, along with 

themes and other findings.  

When in 2016, I visited WHOT and the Han Opera Study Center in Central China Normal 

University to conduct my research into the contemporary situation of the opera under the new eco-

nomic initiative and to identify adaptive strategies WHOT has employed in its new role as a public 

institution. My fieldwork was situated in the ethnographic tradition and consisted of unstructured qual-
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itative inquiry, as well as primary research through archival retrieval and analysis, and both participa-

tory and non-participatory observation. Specifically, the methods employed were face-to-face semi-

structured interviews with several senior WHOT managers and performers, selected for their experi-

ence and willingness to be interviewed, open-ended inquiry of randomly-selected audience members 

and workshop participants, archival research of previous audio and video recordings, repertory and 

completed contracts, and the maintaining of a field journal to document the entire process, including 

notes taken during lecture, rehearsal and workshops. Field notes were taken from observation of per-

formances, rehearsals and workshop instruction and participation as an assistant in the audio recording 

and archiving of performances necessary for the summary report for fund managers. Passive observa-

tion allowed me to take a preliminary gauging of modern audience reception and sentiment, and to 

observe the response of young modern workshop participants to their initial exposure to a traditional 

opera. Participatory observation allowed me to see first-hand the full scope of the requirements of 

WHOT’s production reports.  

In terms of archival analysis, I was able to access and photograph samples of WHOT’s reper-

toire, The Story of Losing a Son and Cheng Ying Saved Orphan, examine them to try and identify 

changes from the original plays to the modern versions. In textual and contextual analysis, I looked for 

emerging themes related to adaptive strategies and audience perception and reception. To ensure va-

lidity and reliability, I examined the original compositions and conducted first-hand observations, fo-

cusing on recording and documenting objectively, rather than pursuing formal inquiry into identified 

themes or altering my preliminary agenda. In randomly selecting audience members to comment, I 

sought to avoid “rehearsed” responses, where I felt that the audience may have been biased had they 

been prepared to give statements. In selecting senior members, I sought to gain more historical, and 
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thus, “holistic” data and more reliable insight into the challenges of transitioning, as well as other 

aspects as to factors affecting choice of adaptation, etc. In gaining feedback from students’ parents, I 

took note of comments passively, as each instructor solicited comments from participants. I had to 

triangulate observed data with archival data and with my notes to ascertain the reliability and validity 

of my collection methods. 

 

Significant Findings of Ethnographic Fieldwork 

After I finished my fieldwork, I was able to identify alterations in composition, performance, 

educational and promotional methods that were a result of the new economic policy and of perceived 

changes in audience reception on the part of performers. In terms of adaptive strategies in performance 

and repertory, when comparing older audio recordings of The Story of Losing a Son to more recent 

audio recordings, I could readily identify the linguistic shift to a new accent and tone. The Wuhan 

accent was far less dominant than it traditionally was. The latest recordings captured performers em-

ploying a Wuhan dialect but in a Mandarin accent. The melodies, as well, have changed to better suit 

the accent, which means that only the basic rhyme was retained, instead of the improvisations that used 

to come as a development of the rhyme. The teaching methods have changed with the incorporation 

of Western vocal warm-ups. Furthermore, some of the performers have more than one role and have 

started to train themselves in Western operatic technique. What I saw, in the fieldwork, was clear evi-

dence in the repertoire and Han Opera performers’ daily lives that alterations were being made delib-

erately to coincide with China’s new economic policy, with a corresponding shift in the perspective of 

performers, composers and theater managers.  

Through the fieldwork, I was able to identify may be even deeper than minor variations and 
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organizational re-structuring. To more thoroughly examine the scope and depth of adaptive strategies 

and the effect on theater personnel, more time spent observing audience response, and more in-depth, 

structured interviews are needed, as well as more extensive contract review in terms of explicit expec-

tations on the part of the review panel and specialists. Specifically, structured interviews with key 

performers are needed to determine what the performance standards were, traditionally, and exactly 

what the justification was for modifying the traditional melodies. 

The most obvious, documentable change is organizational, specifically in the way the govern-

ment’s endowment fund is handled by the theater managers. There is no historical precedent for the 

current relationship between Han Opera managers and the review panel, in terms of obligation, ac-

countability and content production and management. The Han Opera Theater meets with the review 

panelists regularly and treats them in a manner analogous to Western theatrical production companies 

in dealing with financial backers. In order to satisfy the panel, the theater managers need to accept 

advice, suggestions and requests and are expected to modify their plays accordingly during a contract 

period, taking into account the audience’s responses and feedback reflections, all of which is subjected 

to the fund’s specialists’ review. After an opera program has concluded, a full report is prepared for 

the review specialists, either written or recorded, detailing the entire process of that production. As a 

public institution in its own right, the WHOT must now be accountable in ways they never were when 

they were merely the dependent of public institutions. The theater managers must be willing to ensure 

that the quality of each performance is maintained to particular standards that are negotiated with the 

review panel.44 
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In terms of quality management and adherence to tradition, during certain phases, according to 

Li Qing and Zhang Zhiwen, the Han Opera Theater did not adhere so rigidly to upholding the tradi-

tional performance standards of its time-honored conventions, as many performers and composers 

were just concerned with getting paid. Han Opera was not pursuing development and was not looking 

for ways to attract new audiences. It was not creating original, novel content. Its managers and person-

nel were satisfied with the limited staple of elderly attendees that comprised their typical audiences 

before their recent endowment and designation as a public institution was awarded. In talking with 

various contemporary audience members before and after performances I attended, I found out that 

many of them used to listen to Han Opera when they were young, and that their children would like to 

participate in summer courses in the opera training. The main sentiment from those I spoke with was 

that parents do not want to let the next generation forget their past. Being able to take advantage of this 

renewed interest in past traditions will be essential to the success of the theater’s new initiative pro-

grams. More extensive feedback from audiences will be necessary to follow the progress of the pro-

grams as they are implemented, over a median-term (2-5 years) study. In terms of promotional endeav-

ors, I observed the program “Operas into Campuses” in a summer workshop. This workshop counts as 

one of 40 performances required by the review panel. Children who attend have to bring their family 

members or attendants with them. In China, there is a common expression: “children are the heart of 

the household and the household is the heart of society”. Requiring children to be accompanied by 

family and care-givers was based on this truism. 
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Questions and Structure 

To demonstrate how Han Opera represents local identity and traditional values and how the 

institutionalization of Han Opera in modern Wuhan involved Han Opera in the Chinese neoliberaliza-

tion process, specifically in the creative economy initiative, this thesis examines the functions and 

effects of this institutionalization of Han Opera. The data reported here is based on observations of the 

Wuhan Han Opera Theatre and the major performances of Story of Losing a Son in the summer of 

2016. I am addressing several major questions here: What are the distinguishing features of Han Opera? 

How did it form? What is its role in the history of Chinese opera? What changes has it undergone in 

the past few decades, and how have different factors shaped Han opera in modern Wuhan, both in 

terms of artistic achievement and promotion? How do recent changes in Han Opera coincide with 

recent social changes? How does WHOT operate different governmental programs to develop Han 

Opera in modern Wuhan? 

    By following these questions, the first part of this ethnography presents descriptive work about 

Han Opera and its history. It also includes the way that Han Opera embodies local folk customs and 

the Chinese traditional classical aesthetic, narrates a multicultural collective memory of the people, 

enhances local people’s recognition of cultural identity, and influences and interacts with many other 

Chinese operas' formulation over time (from the 18th century to 1949). The first chapter will introduce 

the basic information of Han Opera: the tune systems (including a table), the instruments and their 

pitch tuning, the types of roles, and the geographic influence of Han Opera’s formation. Besides the 

literature, I use Zhou Xizheng’s example to show the differences among four riverside factions’ per-

forming styles, and Zhang Zhiwen’s experience to show the change of relationship between Han Opera 

teachers and students. I present a summary from Li Jinzhao’s books and his interviews regarding Han 
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Opera’s musical systems, accent and role-types, and created two tables for illustration. The connection 

between role-types and the identity of local people is framed through my interviewers’ personal expe-

riences, including Yuan Zhongyu and Li Jinzhao, and my non-participant observations of Opera into 

Campuses summer camp workshop.  

The second chapter will present the macro and micro social context, which includes political 

changes, economic environment, and the responses of local audiences from Han Opera formed pe-

riod until today. The first half of this thesis will show that Han Opera reflects local features and iden-

tities which represent Wuhan area’s traditional values. At the same time, it explores that Han Opera 

comes from the people and for the people who makes the opera adaptable and also able to evolve and 

to merge with new eras. China’s intent is to answer the global market with ‘soft power’, the prevail-

ing sentiment of Chinese people is that they hope one day to see “created in China” instead of “made 

in China”.45 Furthermore, Han Opera is a distinct and systematic regional opera with high reproduci-

bility which is ideal for a consumer market.46 

In the second half of this thesis, I illustrate the role that the institution plays and how it shapes 

the way Han Opera exists in the modern environment. I present the historical music institution’s 

characteristics first, in order to demonstrate the effect of governmental influence and authority over 

music, which still impacts modern cities’ traditional performing arts institutions today. Secondly, I 

use my major fieldwork data, my non-participatory and participatory observations and my interviews 

to present WHOT’s structure, how it operates the Chinese National Arts Fund programs, and the 
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changes made for the opera Story of Losing a Son and for the program Opera into Campuses. Espe-

cially, I include photographs of the process of the Opera into Campuses summer camp. These pic-

tures capture the process through which students who have no idea what Han Opera is become more 

and more interested in it as they engage with the performers’ and instrumentalists’ interpretations and 

instruction. Third, I use Geng Liya’s, Yuan Zhongyu’s, and Li Qing’s examples to discuss how all 

Han Opera personnel function as the creative class and how Han Opera as an institution is preserving 

and promoting itself in the creative economy. 
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CHAPTER 2. TRADITIONAL HAN OPERA 

The cover of the Illustrated Book on Han Opera describes Han Opera this way: “In the Chu 

melody and Han tunes, whose historical regional custom reproduces the process of how people appre-

ciate their lives, in the intense sound of gongs and drums, people were aroused to nostalgia.”47 It points 

out key features of Han Opera: the presence of folk tones, reflections of local culture, the importance 

of gongs and drums as accompanying instruments, its roots in the population, and reminders of histor-

ical memory. In this chapter I will present the complex features and social significance of Han Opera 

by introducing the history of Han Opera’s development, the description of Han Opera’s music, perfor-

mance, role types and categories, and music system. Furthermore, I will analyze its close relationship 

with the local people who performed it and who appreciated it, and show its symbolic significance to 

the region. At the same time, because it is hard to distinguish which parts of Han Opera were inde-

pendently developed without Wuhan local cultural influence, this section could be regarded as a com-

prehensive introduction of the Wuhan area’s history and customs.  

 

Han Opera and Its Geographical Influences 

The Relationship between Han Opera and Wuhan  

Han Opera was formed around the Wuhan area in the Hubei Province. Wuhan is also referred 

to as “Nine Province Thoroughfares” and this moniker refers to its import as a transportation hub which 

offers convenient access to many of the other provinces in mainland China. The Han River changed 

its course in 1466. It joined the Yangzi River in Wuhan as a “人” shape and divided Wuhan into 

three districts (see Figure 2.1.2 below). Hankou (one of the three districts of Wuhan) rose to become 
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an economically strategic city, as a result. In the Qing Dynasty (1636-1912), Hankou became the com-

mercial and trade center in central China, and one of the top four commercial clusters in the country. 

Thriving trade and urban development laid a foundation for the rising civic culture. Businessmen and 

workmen from all over the country met here and different cultures exchanged and mingled. Numerous 

theaters and guildhalls were built across Wuhan.48  

Han Opera took advantage of water and land transportation and a steady flow of businessmen 

and workers, and blended north and south China’s musical features to establish the pi-huang musical 

system.49 Artistically speaking, it affected many other kinds of operas, not only spreading pi-huang 

musical system but also the repertories and dialect. Consequently, with the exchange and touring of 

Han Opera troupes, Han Opera also stimulated the formation of many kinds of local traditional operas. 

For example, in the Period of Three Kingdoms (220-280 ACE), Wuhan was in an important military 

position, and many famous historical conflicts happened there, which enriched Han Opera’s repertory. 

“Most of the Three Kingdoms repertories were premiered in Han Opera. If you saw any other regional 

opera perform it, they were affected by Han Opera,” musician and Han Opera expert Li Jinzhao told 

me.50 Han Opera’s musical system was also influential. In 1790, a famous Hui Opera troupe went to 

Beijing, introducing the’s pihuang musical system into northern China. Peking Opera developed from 

the exchange and Han Opera has since been known as “the origin of China’s national opera”.51  

                                                             
48 Song Jing, “Wuhan Was Designated As ‘Super City’,” Chang Jiang Daily, September 13, 2016, accessed April 

2, 2017. 

49 Pihuang melodic system is a combination of xipi and erhuang melodic systems. I will introduce it later.  

50 Li Jinzhao, interview with the author, his home in Wuhan, August 10, 2017. Born in 1935, Li Jinzhao, a Jinghu 

player ; Jinghu is the principal accompanying instrument and always plays with performers’ singing on the stage. He 

started to play with Han Opera troupes and tour around Hubei Province, since he was 15 years old , and he became a Han 

Opera expert publishing his first book in 1986. 

51 Jingzhao Li, 汉剧音乐漫谈 [Ramble of Han Opera Music] (Shanghai Music Publish House, 1987), 117-

198. 
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Formation of Han Opera and Four Riverside Factions within Hubei Province 

Wuhan is not the place Han Opera originally came from but the place where Han Opera devel-

oped. Many distinguishing styles of performing Han Opera followed rivers and assembled together in 

Wuhan. Depending on their different origin, the four most influential Han Opera factions are called 

Four Riverside Factions. In the “four riverside schools” period, Han Opera was called “Handiao” (tune 

of Han). Handiao was developed in different areas into four factions (known as “Riverside Factions” 

in Hubei dialect), namely, Xiang, Jing, Fu and Han factions. Xiang River Faction is in Xiangyang, 

Jing Rivers Faction in Jingzhou and Shashi, and Fu River Faction in Anlu and Suixian, while Han 

River Faction was subdivided into upper-stream and lower-stream sects. The upper-stream sect was 

popular in Hankou (one of modern Wuhan’s three districts), and the lower-stream sect in Haunggang 

and Daye. All four riverside factions followed the musical system of Han Opera and had all ten types 

of roles. They shared repertoire, but preserved differences in regional dialects and traditions. The four 

factions kept competing with and learning from each other, and promoted the development of Han 

Opera. 

Zhou Xizheng, the director of Han Opera Study Center in the Central China Normal University, 

compared two riverside factions’ versions of “The Drunken Beauty” (gui fei zui jiu). Cheng Caiping 

is from Jing, Qiu Ling is from Fu, two of the riverside factions. They are two representative Dan (a 

young female role type in Han Opera) players. Because Jing riverside faction originally performed for 

working people and the lower class in rural areas and Fu riverside faction originally performed for 

relatively upper class audiences in big cities, the factions used different dialects, with different rhyme 

and speaking accents, and different aesthetic preferences. Cheng’s version has many larger intervals 
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in the melody, highlighting the text. Qiu’s version has more variation of the ending syllables, empha-

sizing the deeper feelings of the character. Zhou Xizheng personally appreciates Qiu’s version more, 

although Cheng’s version is more popular and easier to access online, and he still encouraged his 

students to study Cheng’s recording. 52 One of Zhou Xizheng’s students, Liu Zhenzhen, likes Cheng’s 

version best, and when we first met, she was studying Cheng’s version and had become a fan.53   

 
Figure 2.1.2. Layout of Four Factions of Han Opera. Red icons denote Xiang riverside school, yellow the Jing, blue the 

Fu and green the Han. 

The traditional opera faction contained casts, staff and also students, and functioned as a per-

forming troupe as well as an educational organization. The students were sent by their families at 

young ages and would not always come back home. Since the students were selected by a performer 

who decided which type of role he should learn and would like to teach, he started to live with his 
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53 Liu Zhenzhen, interview by author, Central China Normal University’s classroom, May 26, 2016. 
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teachers. 54 The relationship between the students and teacher usually lasted a lifetime, and they lived 

as in a household. The teacher had the responsibility to teach singing and acting skills to the student, 

and in return, the student needed to obey the teacher’s regulations and work for the teacher’s family 

as well as the troupe. After the master approved the student, he needed to perform for the troupe some 

years without a salary before he could leave and make his own living by performing.55  

One of the most significant changes in the Han Opera Specialist School is seen in the role of 

teachers and their relationships to students, and their function in societies when households had several 

children. Zhang Zhiwen cited one factor for this change as being due to Han Opera Theatre’s conver-

sion to a government-owned company from a private business. After graduation, students work in the 

theater and receive government salaries and don’t need work for their teachers. Another cause of this 

change is that, compared to today’s students, the older generation of students spent significant portions 

of their after-school time at the residence of their teachers. When Zhang and his classmates were young 

in the 1980s, they always went to their teacher’s home, eating, practicing, sleeping and hanging out 

after school. At that time, every family had more than one child. Parents would not have enough energy 

to take good care of every child, so teachers functioned as surrogate parents. Nowadays, the students 

are the only children in their households and their parents spend more time with them, so they need 

less time with their teachers outside of class. The new relationship between the students and the teach-

ers in the Han Opera Specialist School is more similar to typical standard formal education.  

These four riverside factions not only served vital functions in society, but also contributed to 

the formation and development of Han Opera, itself, in different ways. The Xiang riverside faction has 
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55 Zhang Zhiwen, interview by author, WHOT’s Research Department, August 1, 2016. 
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the longest history. They mostly played erhuang tunes, therefore, developed many repertories which 

were played in the erhuang tune. The Jing riverside faction influenced most places in the Opera's 

history, and even brought Han Opera to Changde, in the Hunan Province. The Fu riverside faction was 

famous for educating. All the players in Fu were known for teaching students; some of the performers 

could even teach different types of roles. The Han riverside faction took advantage of the location, 

adjacent to a major city, Wuhan. Its representatives had more opportunity to perform in Beijing and 

Shanghai, which made Han Opera influence other operas, such as Peking Opera, as well as establish a 

Han Opera professional training class in Wuhan. In the training class, teachers were hired from differ-

ent area factions, and brought their own dialects, melodic characters and performing features together 

to teach students.56 

The four riverside factions were formed in different areas in and around Wuhan. Conse-

quently, because of Wuhan’s economic superiority, they all gathered there and merged with each 

other. This formation process happened in line with Colin Mackerras’ suggestion: “A major reason 

for the proliferation of regional operas was their close association with society. Becoming familiar 

with these popular dramas was part of everybody’s childhood socialization. Most xiqu types origi-

nated in the countryside, then became more complex and moved into the cities.”57 Nowadays, in 

Wuhan, the performances still keep their complexity and different factional characteristics of their 

speaking accents or dialects and performing styles, depending on who the play’s director is, and who 
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the performer’s teacher is. The troupe will give audiences different versions of their performances 

each time in Wuhan.58 

Hubei province’s special geographic layout caused Han Opera to form as four factions at 

first, and then when Wuhan became an important economic and transportation hub, the four factions 

assembled in this city center, rather than along the riversides. Han Opera consistently shares a close 

relationship with interests of local audiences and society in seeking further development. In the fol-

lowing section, how Han Opera music embodies a regional performing art will be discussed  

 

The Music of Han Opera 

Background 

Han Opera, a Chinese traditional dramatic work in one or more acts set to music for singers 

and instrumentalists, presents visual stage settings, body movements, gestures, facial expressions, and 

sung and spoken passages which cooperate together to present the drama to the audience.59 Han Opera 

emphasizes musical effects and relies more on the music itself to express stories and inner emotions 

than it does on any other technique. Thus, during the performance, there are many stylized and sym-

bolic actions instead of using actual props or scenery to help express the plots. Sometimes, the audi-

ences need to engage their imagination to follow the play’s presentation. Guy suggests, “The relatively 

simple stage upon which traditional Chinese opera is still performed today is the legacy of centuries 
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of working within a simple, yet rich, performance medium.”60 Han Opera is a theatrical presentation 

as well as a musical journey. 

      As the most important component of Han Opera, the music has a most distinguishing feature 

that performers shaping various characters on the stage though controlling and changing their sound 

quality and cooperating with the melodic and rhythmic accomplishments.61 Based on my understand-

ing of this feature, in Han Opera, the performer does not define the character as much as sound and 

music do, but rather the music dictates the interpretation of the role through the performer. Operatic 

music, including vocal music, accompaniment, singing and monologue, is not only the distinctive mark 

of a traditional opera, but also the essence of the folksy and ethnic characteristics, such as the ways of 

local people talking, acting and thinking. The two major music systems of Han Opera are xipi and 

erhuang. The tunes used in wenchang (literary court) and the type of percussion instruments in wu-

chang (martial court) originated in kunqu Opera and bangzi Tune, two folk music genres. The speaking 

and singing language is the common dialect of the Wuhan area, featuring Zhongzhou rhymes and Hu-

guang accents. I will introduce each of these elements in details in below.62 

 

Accompanying Instruments 

A Han Opera accompaniment includes stringed instruments for xipi tunes, and wind and per-

cussion instruments for erhuang tunes. The wenchang (literary/civic court) mainly uses wind and 

                                                             
60 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005), 168. 

61 From interview with Zhang Zhiwen, a Xiao role player and also a Han Opera researcher, who also studies Chu 

Opera and Peking Opera since 1980s, he defined the most distinguish feature of Han Opera is “sound configuration” 

(Shengyin Zaoxing). 

62 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 12-15. 
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stringed instruments, such as jinghu, sanxian, yueqin and flute. Wuchang (martial court) largely uses 

percussion instruments such as gongs, drums, and cymbals. During the Emperor Daoguang’s (1812-

1850) reign in the Qing Dynasty, huqin, yueqin and sanxian became three major instruments for wen-

chang. Before the period of Republic of China (1912-1949), wenchang did not include erhu. After that 

period, Wenchang of Han Opera has had four major instruments.63 

Jinghu, also called Peking Opera fiddle, is a two-stringed spick fiddle with a high register and 

plays a core role of opera. It plays the same melody as the actors when they are singing. It can be tuned 

in three different ways: A-E, G-D, C-G, for different tunes in plays. It also could be tuned differently 

for different songs within a play. Normally, in Han Opera, one play contains many songs. Some of the 

songs use xipi tunes and some use erhuang tunes. In xipi songs, jinghu tuning is in G-D, and erhuang 

in A-E. The drummer acts as the conductor by striking a biangu (side drum)64 and yunban (clapping 

hardwood clappers) for the whole orchestra and performers. Thus, the drummer’s position is the most 

prominent and important, and the drum signals the shift of mood.65 

Table 2.2.1 Accompanying Instruments of Han Opera, shows more details of all the accompa-

nying instruments and their functions in the wenchang (literary court) and wuchang (martial court). 

Table 2.2.1 Accompanying Instruments of Han Opera 

Literary (civic) court Wenchang 

Four major instruments (sidajian) 

Instrument Function in the orchestra 

                                                             
63 Ibid., 92. 

64 In Nancy Guy’s work, she calls biangu as danpigu. In Han Opera, people prefer to call it biangu.  

65 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 97. 
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name 

Jinghu Peking Opera fiddle, a two-stringed bowed lute with a high 

register, play the same is the core instrument of opera, which 

play the same melody as the actors when they are singing. 

Erhu A two-stringed bowed lute with a lower register than jinghu 

Yueqin (Moon 

qin) 

a four-stringed plucked instrument with a full-moon-shaped 

sound box 

Sanxian (three-

stings) 

a three-stringed plucked instrument 

  

Martial court Wuchang 

Five major instruments (sidajian) 

Instrument 

name 

Function in the orchestra 

Biangu 

(Side drum) 

Conductor for whole orchestra and performers 

Yunban 

(Hard-wood 

clapper) 

Gives the performers and the whole orchestra a tempo. (like a 

metro) 

Xiaoluo 

(Small-size 

gong) 

Plays by striking, always accompanies the female or literati’s 

movements 

Zhongluo 

(Middle-size 

gong) 

Plays by striking, usually for coloring the phenomenon. 

Bo 

(Cymbals) 

Usually for coloring the phenomenon, and expressing a ten-

sional emotion. 

      Li Jinzhao, is a Jinghu player, as well as a Han Opera music theorist and composer. He believes 

that as an accompanying instrumentalist, following and understanding the performers on the stage is 

the most important thing. Also, his almost seventy years’ experience with playing Jinghu, a leading 

instrument in the accompanying orchestra, gives him considerable expertise in Han Opera music. 

When he was around ten years old, his father was a Han Opera fan and always brought him to the tea 

houses and opera houses to watch performances. At first, he followed Peng Caihua, another Han Opera 

fan, to learn excerpts from Sheng (a mid-age male roles’ type) and Chou (clown) roles. He liked Han 
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Opera instrumental music more than singing. His father invited Dong Changshou to teach him to play 

the Jinghu. He still had Dong’s manuscripts of different songs when we interviewed. When he was in 

fifth grade he dropped out of elementary school. Then he focused on playing Jinghu and stayed in the 

opera houses and tea houses all day long, just watching plays, playing the Jinghu and drinking teas. 

Gradually, he became famous among Han Opera fans. In 1951, Xianning’s (Xiang riverside faction) 

Ding Si Qiao troupe invited him to be a full-time Jinghu player in their troupe, when he was only 

fifteen years old. Ding Si Qiao’s accompanying orchestra only had three players, including Li. Li not 

only played the Jinghu, but also Bo, Da Luo, and Xiao Luo. They performed morning and evening 

sessions, ten hours per day. He worked in Ding Si Qiao around one year which gave him familiarity 

with many kinds of repertoires. Some of them were hardly heard in Wuhan, a Han riverside faction. It 

also enhanced his understanding of all kinds of aria types in Han Opera. One year later, his father had 

a stroke, so his mother let him quit the troupe and stay in Wuhan with his family. In 1952, Han Opera 

Theater’s Jinghu master Liu Zhixiong recruited him into the theater and taught him Jinghu. After Liu 

Zhixiong retired, Li Jinzhao became the principal Jinghu player in the theater and accompanied the 

best Han Opera master, Chen Bohua, for thirty years.  

Li Jinzhao’s personal experience playing Jinghu helps him to absorb Han Opera music from 

different cities, and accumulate the substantial repertoire which contributes to his research competency. 

In the next section, I will rely on his theory to illustrate Han Opera’s music and the changes to it in 

modern Wuhan.  

Han Opera’s Music System  

This section discusses the music system of Han Opera. Most music heard in Han Opera belongs 

to the pi-huang music system which contains two principal tune families, xipi and erhuang, and several 
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related secondary tune families.  Only a few plays employ the secondary tune families as a feature.66 

Li Jinzhao demonstrated that by incorporating xipi and erhuang tune families from different local op-

eras, Han Opera artists created the first pi-huang ensemble in the history of Chinese Opera. Peking 

Opera. Yue Opera and Xiang Opera all adopt pi-huang music system from Han Opera.67  

About the notion of “tune family”, Bell Yung explains in his study of Cantonese opera: 

Through repeated use in different plays over an extended period of time and through many gen-

erations of performance and transmission, a tune in a particular regional opera undergoes drastic 

and lasting changes in different aspects, most often in metrical and rhythmic structures. A single 

tune develops into two or more versions, each of which in time sufficiently differentiates itself 

from the others so as to establish its own identity, name, and dramatic function. Although these 

tunes share certain tonal, modal, and large structural features, they tend to differ from each other 

in metrical, rhythmic, and melodic details. Such tunes can best be described as forming a “tune 

family”, a term which not only indicates the shared features, but also points to the fact that the 

tunes have developed from a single tune through the passage of time.68 

There are many aria types within these two major tune systems which serve for building a distinc-

tive character or expressing a dramatic emotion (see Table 2.2.2). “Aria type” refers to the various 

“offspring tunes” that have developed from the “mother tunes” which sharee vocabulary of melodic 

formulae and cadential pitches.69 Xipi tune system originated from the bangzi tune system of northern 

dramas popular in the upper region of Han River and came into being in Xiangyang area in the late 

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), hence, xiangyang tune. Jinghu, which plays with the vocal melody, is 

tuned at la and mi (Eb=1) in the xipi tune system. Accompanied by xipi, a performer begins his/her 

singing on an unaccented beat, the yan. Erhuang tune system evolved from the luoluo tune system 

                                                             
66 Jinzhao Li, 汉剧音乐漫谈 [Ramble of Han Opera Music] (Shanghai: Shanghai Music Publish House, 1987), 

184. Also see Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005), 171. 

67 Li Jinzhao, interview by author, his home in Wuhan, August 10, 2016. 

68 Bell Yung, Cantonese Opera: Performance as Creative Process (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1989), 67. 

69 Rulan Chao Pian, “Test Setting with the Shipyi Animated Aria,” in Words and Music: The Scholar’s View, ed. 

Laurence Berman (Cambridge, Mass.: Department of Music, Harvard University, 1972), 237-242. 
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popular in the northeastern part of Hubei province in the 16th century. The basic tune is erliu. Huqin is 

tuned at sol and re (Eb=1). A performer begins singing to erhuang tune on an accented beat, the ban.70 

Table 2.2.2 Xipi and Erhuang Melodic System, shows Meter, tempo and melodic characteristics, and common dramatic 

association of all known aria types within xipi and erhuang melodic systems, summarized from Li Jinzhao’s Study of 

Han Opera Music (1987).71  

 

Xipi  

Huqin 

is tun-

ing as 

A-E 

 

Often starts from weak Beat 

 

 

Aria type 

(different me-

ters) 

Meter Tempo and melody characteristic  Dramatic Association 

Man Xipi 

(San yan 

ban) 

Slow meter 

4/4 Largo, The slowest one 

Large intervals in the melody 

Often used for narration or dialogue 

Expresses a gentle emotion 

Kuai Xipi 

Fast meter 

2/4 Allegretto , Fast tempo 

No many ornaments in the melody. 

Expresses excited emotions 

Often used for anxious and angry narra-

tion 

Xipi Duozi 

(Nayan Duozi) 

Holding-

eyes-meter 

4/4 Allegro non presto 

Starts from down beat 

Used between Man xipi and Xipi Yiz-

iban 

Used for narration and expresses emo-

tions eagerly 

Xipi Duozi 

(Ma Duozi) 

Hourse-me-

ter 

4/4 Allegro non presto 

Starts from third beat 

The melody starts from middle register 

and goes to the high register, and sus-

pends there by repeating until the per-

formers feel satisfied, it suddenly re-

turns to low register and stops. 

Used between Man xipi and Xipi Yiz-

iban 

 

Xipi Yiziban 

One-beat- 

meter 

1/4 

No weak 

beats 

Depends, sometimes fast and some-

times slow. (can be the fastest one) 

 

Expresses indignation, emotion and con-

flicts.  

Used when characters argue  

Xipi Yaoban 

Shaking-

1/4 Andante  Used in dialogue and the ending of the 

aria  

                                                             
70 Jinzhao Li, 汉剧音乐漫谈 [Ramble of Han Opera Music] (Shanghai: Shanghai Music Publish House, 1987),  

71 Ibid., 184-254. 
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meter 

Xipi 

Shuangyaoban 

Three-eyes-

meter 

Free  Andante or double the tempo in the 

prelude 

Percussion‘s tempo is doubled singers.  

Best for expressing delightful, excited, 

and really happy emotions.  

Xipi Sanban 

Free-meter 

Free  Rubato  Expresses character’s personality and 

gives the performers space to create.  

Used at the ending of an aria 

Xipi Daoban 

Leading-

meter 

Free Rubato Singing behind the curtain before a char-

acter showing up 

Or the first sentence after the character 

showing up 

Used for creating a specific atmosphere 

at the beginning of play, leading the au-

dience to experience the story.  

Xipi Gun-

ban 

Rolling-me-

ter 

Free Rubato 

Accompanied by drums  

Used at the middle or ending of the aria 

when the character cries.  

Xiangyang 

Diao 

Xiangyang-

tune-meter 

4/4 Moderato  

Comparatively more tense than Man 

Xipi 

Ending at D 

Specific used in Lei Shen Dong 

Enriches emotions of character, helps ex-

press surprise, doubt and anxiety to-

gether.  

Wawa Qi-

ang 

Child-tune-

meter 

4/4 Largo  Specific in “Hua Mulan”,  

Played by Dan (young female type of 

role) playing Hua Mulan who dresses 

herself up as a male.  

Xipi Jiaban 

Mingle-me-

ter 

2/4 Allegretto  Emphasizes the text rather than the mel-

ody.  

Si Liushui 

Flowing-

water-meter 

First half is 

Xipi Yaoban 

and last half 

is Xipi Jiaban 

Loop the Xipi Yaoban and Xipi Jiaban 

Prelude in Gong scale (“CDEGA” ) 

Specific For “Heyebao Xiezhuang”,  

played by Clown.  

 

 

Erhuang 

 

 

Huqin is tun-

ing as  

G-D 

 

Starts from Down Beat 

 

Aria type 

(different ma-

ters) 

Meter Tempo and melody characteristic Dramatic Association 

Erhuang 4/4 or 2/4 Adagio When characters consider something 
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Two-yellow-

meter 

(the slowest Erhuang tune) 

No larger than third interval in the 

melody 

Relax and gentle  

alone, or narrate their emotions.  

Erliu 

Two-flowing-

meter 

4/4 ( in 

slow tempo) 

or  

2/4 ( in fast 

tempo) 

From larghetto to allegretto  

Less ornaments than others 

Emphasizes the beginning and end-

ing instead of the middle of the aria. 

Used for expression of emotions, nar-

rating or dialogue  

Erhuang Jia-

ban 

Mingle-meter 

2/4 Allegretto  

Sometimes used after Erliu and Fan 

Erliu 

Emphasizes the text rather than the 

melody. 

Matidiao 

(evolving 

from Erhuang) 

Horse-head-

meter 

4/4 or 2/4 From larghetto to allegretto 

No fixed rhythm, many ornaments 

between the syllables. (Sometimes 

one syllable lasts two bars.) 

Used for narrating.  

    

Notes: Erhuang tune system shares Yaoban, Shuang Yaoban, Sanban, Daoban, and Gunban with 

Xipi tunes, same meter but in different tuning system.72 

Fan Erhuang 

Anti-erhuang 

 

Huqin is tuning 

as C-G 

 

Starts from Down 

Beat 

 

Aria type Meter  Tempo and Mel-

ody Characteristic 

Dramatic Association 

Sharing all the aria 

types with Erhuang  

  Because of the lower register 

of the tunes, used for laments  

Li Jinzhao regards the pi-huang music system and its aria types as the salient features of any 

opera. Many Chinese Opera historians tried through old newspapers or documents to define the rela-

tionship between two regional operas, but their results were always controversial. Li’s method is to 

identify the relationship between Han Opera and other operas through comparing their music systems 

and aria types. In 2015, one Guangdong province’s Yue Opera troupe visited Li Jinzhao in Wuhan. 

                                                             
72 Ibid., 134. 
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They want to identify whether Yue Opera was formed from Han Opera. They showed Li some record-

ings. Li Jinzhao discovered that one Yue Opera’s play “Liu Lang Zui Zi”, contained Han Opera’s ten 

role types, and used similar rhyme scheme as Han Opera in their singing and speaking. The most 

important thing was that the aria types of “Liu Lang Zui Zi” were clearly developed from Han Opera’s 

music system. After Li Jinzhao illustrated these evidences, the Yue Opera people told him that Li con-

firmed their guess of Yue Opera’s origin. About one week ago, they got an old diary in Qiong Shan 

Guild Hall, the stage used for Yue Opera’s first performances. The old diary said that in 1726, an opera 

troupe played an opera called Chu Diao (Han Opera’s old name), and brought eighteen full-story plays, 

including “Liu Lang Zui Zi”, to Guangdong. The Yue Opera people guessed that Han Opera might be 

the “mother opera” of Yue Opera, so they came to Wuhan trying to confirm their impression. Thus Li 

Jinzhao believes that a fragmented history may not give a certain answer of an opera’s origin, but the 

similarities among the operas’ musical system and aria types are like DNA, which could not be de-

nied.73 

 

Zhongzhou Rhyme Schemes and Huguang Accent 

The speaking and singing languages in the traditional operas were local dialects, which utilize 

different syllabic rhymes and accents. Chinese is a monosyllabic tonal language. The pronunciation of 

a character, usually in the opera, is exaggerated by extending the syllable, which will form a melody 

naturally, or organically.74 The rhyme-scheme of Han Opera singing depends on syllable length. To 

keep the lyric in time with the music, notes must be improvised over extended syllables. For example, 

                                                             
73 Li Jinzhao, interview by author, his home in Wuhan, August 10, 2016. 

74 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts ] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 93. 
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'dah-ja-ow' (spoken) becomes 'dah-ja-ha-a-a-a-ow' (when sung in this fashion). In this way, Chinese 

can be said to use pulse to carry tone, both in speech and in song. 

Li Jinzhao summarized that Zhongzhou rhyme schemes were common dialectic features used 

in North China during the Yuan (1217-1368) and Ming dynasties (1368-1644). The Zhongzhou rhyme 

schemes originally had nineteen subdivisions. Han Opera only used seventeen of them. The concept 

of Chinese rhyme schemes seems especially difficult to interpret across cultures and across different 

musical systems. Essentially, in practice, operatic Chinese rhyme schemes (referred to as “tonal usage” 

in Chinese, but not to be mistaken for Western “tone production” or “pitch quality”) have developed 

over the centuries from an intentional arrangement of lyric delivery meant to be compatible with the 

music in a reciprocal manner. Just as with Western operas, pronunciation for singers is a specialized 

method requiring extensive training; however, in Chinese opera, dialects and tonal usage carry a spe-

cial functionality and are especially emphasized here, for this reason. For instance, the Chinese operatic 

rhyme scheme is an artificial scheme meant to enhance characterization, rather than to capture “natural 

speech”. There are only minimal parallels to Western vocal conventions of operatic singing, such as 

reliance on the “head voice” and the concept of “cover” (i.e., bel canto techniques for smooth transition 

of dynamics and merger of “head” and “chest” voices).  

There are four natural tonal systems for spoken Huguang accent, regarded as Wuhan dialect, 

which are complimentary with particular rhyme schemes: yin (an interval from g1-a1), yang (an interval 

from a-c1), shang (tuning as c1-bb), and qu (an interval from a-g1). 75 Li Jinzhao said that Beijing 

Opera adapted Huguang accent as well. The interval between yin and yang could be the seventh, which 

                                                             
75 Ibid. 
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enriched Beijing Opera’s musical expressions.76 Since, in Chinese dialects, the natural pronunciation 

of a single syllable has a natural tonal interval (a “pitch interval”). Each utterance and sentence, even 

when spoken, can take on a melody-like quality. This is far more than subjective generalization, i.e., 

when people say that they think a language is “musical” or not. By using pulse, or frequency of con-

secutive pitch intervals, to carry spoken or sung passages, syllables can be “stretched out” as part of a 

musical melody and take on rhythmic qualities. Li Jinzhao also mentioned that a regional opera’s 

singing and speaking actually were actually a representation, a stretching, and a variation of its local 

dialect. Han Opera performers are historically renowned for their ability to improvise these extended-

syllable pulse melodies, often in extremely high vocal ranges at trill-like rates. This is characteristic of 

their virtuosity and talent, not just an incidental feature of individual performance. At certain places in 

a musical line, performers can convey important subtext with enhanced nuance and emphasis, depend-

ing on the plot and the character’s personality, through extended-syllable improvisation. Through im-

provisational handling of extended-syllable delivery, each version of a performance can therefore be 

original and unique.77  

Yuan Zhongyu summarized the Zhongzhou rhyme schemes and Huguang accent as Wuhan 

dialect and flat-tongue-speaking. She said that never wrapping your tongue, when speaking and sing-

ing, the tongue must be flat and the tone should go up. It is the most essential technique to pronounce 

Wuhan dialect. Yuan Zhongyu believed that through the use of Wuhan dialect, the performers could 

configure a character successfully. For example, the kings, emperors, generals and ministers who have 

high social or political statutes say “shenmo” (‘sh’ehn-maw’), which means “what”, which is a more 

                                                             
76 Li Jinzhao, interview by author, his home in Wuhan, August 10, 2016. 

77 Ibid. 
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Mandarin-like pronunciation. But the ordinary people say “simo” (‘see-maw’) which is a Wuhan dia-

lect and more rural compared to Mandarin. When expressing “go”, a girl from a rich family would say 

“qu” (‘cheu’), but a younger girl from a normal family could say “ke” (‘keu-uh’). “Ke” is Wuhan 

dialect, “qu” is Mandarin. A younger girl speaking in local dialect endears her more to local audiences, 

and makes her seem more “lovely”.78  

Li Jinzhao pointed out that in traditional Han Opera, the melody had to match the text’s rhyme 

scheme and should follow the guideline of the accent. It essentially was a mechanism for the perform-

ers to define their roles through Han Opera’s music, called yizi xingqiang. In this regard, the im-

portance of accent, rhyme-scheme and tonal system, combined, cannot be underestimated in Han 

Opera music. Furthermore, the method for accomplishing this improvisation is something intangible 

and unique to each performer, not something that can be passed down as a standard, but rather, an 

approach that can only be encouraged and supported as an organic emergence of individual style.79 

As an opera composer, Li Jinzhao also asserted that Han Opera needed a revolutionary approach for 

the modern audiences’ aesthetic. His surveys from the audiences showed five characteristics of music 

that the audiences wanted to hear: “beautiful”, “emotional”, “understandable”, “special” and “new”. 

Therefore, he proposed to free up the text’s accent and rhyme scheme’s limitations a little bit, and 

endow the performer with more freedom to improvise beyond the text’s tonal guidelines. The follow-

ing figures show the original sung phrase transcribed by Li Jinzhao in cipher notation (Fig. 2.2.4.1) 

and the changes that he approved, made by Master Chen Bohua (Fig. 2.2.4.2). 

                                                             
78 Yuan Zhongyu, interview by author, Wuhan Opera Theater’s backstage, August 29, 2016.  

79 Li Jinzhao, interview by author, his home in Wuhan, August 10, 2016. 
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Figure 2.2.4.1 Old version of “想上前欲退后叫了一声天”. 

Figure 2.2.4.1 shows an 11-word sentence with 1-2 pitches per word and a shorter improvisa-

tional ending a closed sixth interval. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.4.2 Chen Bohua’s version of “想上前欲退后叫了一声天”. 

Here, the Figure 2.2.4.2, the first and seventh words are repeated at different pitches. The per-

former is required to break the rhyme scheme with onomatopoeic or mimetic elements such as “哎” 

(‘sighing’) and “叫” (‘screaming’). There are 2-4 pitches per word and both the duration of the impro-

visational phrase and the closing interval are extended. In this manner, by liberating the melody from 

the original text, emotional expression and subtexts are enabled and emphasized. Also in traditional 

Han Opera, one melodic phrase can only express 3-5 words, inadequate for modern audiences to follow. 

Li Jinzhao prefers to condense the text and subtext into a few musical phrases per sentence. Third, Han 

Opera normally only uses seven or ten words in a sentence. These structural elements did standardize 

Han Opera singing style but also limited its variation. Li suggests adopting free verse and metrical 

poetry for structure, which give more possibilities for improvisation. These three points were keys to 

his design for developing Han Opera’s music to make it adaptable for modern audiences. Li’s pub-

lished compositions (1980s-2013) emphasize these elements.  
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Figure 2.2.4.3 Li Jinzhao’s published CDs.  

In summary, Han Opera in Hubei province took advantage of its central geographical location 

and convenient water and land routes to combine northern folk music’s xipi tuning system and instru-

ments with southern folk music’s erhuang tuning system and instruments. This merging together cre-

ates the pi-huang music system and Wenchang Wuchang accompaniment orchestra. It also used its 

local dialects for speaking and singing. The orchestra instruments, melody systems, rhyme schemes 

and accents embody dynamic regional characteristics which make it distinct among other operas. These 

components all made Han Opera representative of the Wuhan area’s audience and also affected the 

formation of other operas in later centuries. Local collective ingenuity has contributed to Han Opera’s 

formation and development for its onset, and at the same time, Han Opera carries the distinct cultural 

and socio-political “flavor” of the people of the region, their local identities and traditions.  
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Role Types  

In this section, I will discuss how Han Opera reflects aspects such as gender, identity and social 

hierarchy through role types. Characterization and interpretation of the different types of roles are 

accomplished through stylized acrobatic, singing, speaking and acting skills. Han Opera performers 

exhibit dual artistry in their performances. They must improvise from the characteristics of operatic 

music to create “custom-made” renditions of characters in each role-type, which are dramatic embel-

lishments; in another aspect. They must also employ realistic expressive details to give the audience a 

sense of actuality, the impression that the stories and characters are “real”, accomplishing the art of 

illusion on stage. Yuan Zhongyu regarded Han Opera as an art of the role-type (hangdang yishu).80  

Han Opera has two main kinds of plays: stories of nobles and folk legends. Their roles cover 

the entire range of social classes that existed when the opera first was formed. Depending on gender, 

social status, age and personality, the ten role-types were categorized: 1) Mo, 2) Jing, 3) Sheng, 4) Dan, 

5) Chou, 6) Wai, 7) Xiao, 8) Tie, 9) Fu, 10) Za. There is systematic training at the Han Opera Specialist 

School for the ten role-types. Hangdang in Chinese generally means ‘profession’, which was dictated 

by social class. Each role has distinguishing characteristics and different emphasis (i.e., either on sing-

ing or on acting or both). The vocal techniques are varied, as well. Some roles require the use of lateral 

consonants in order to be sung in falsetto, and some can be delivered in natural, unaltered consonants. 

Until 1928, when Fu Xinyi established the first female performers’ study class, all role-types were 

played by males. Thus, in Han Opera, role-types have genders, but can still be performed by either 

gender.  

     Li Jinzhao categorized the ten role types into four subdivisions, from the lowest register to the 

                                                             
80 Yuan Zhongyu, interview by author, Wuhan Opera Theater’s backstage, July 29, 2016. 
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highest register: Mo/Chou/Fu，Sheng/Wai，Jing/Za，Dan/Xiao/Tie. The difference in registers also 

relates to age and gender. 

 The first subdivision that contains Mo, an elder male role; Fu, an elder female role; Chou, 

a clown. These role-type performers use natural consonants to sing, and their main register 

is e-e1. Because Mo and Fu are roles of elder person, their voices are usually pitched lower 

than the younger person’s; and Chou is a comedic role in which the performer delivers a 

lot of jokes, so an extraordinarily low voice (similar to the Western basso buffo), helps 

support this aspect of the role-type.  

 The second subdivision contains Sheng and Wai. Both are middle-aged male roles, so the 

registers are higher than the first subdivision’s: g-g1. Mainly natural consonants, but 

sometimes falsetto, are used. 

 The third subdivision contains Jing and Za. Both of them are painted-face roles; Jing is 

male role but Za can be either gender. The roles are always very exciting and emotional, 

so the role players sing in falsetto, mainly. The registers for these roles are higher than the 

previous two subdivisions’: c1-c2. 

 The fourth subdivision contains Dan, Xiao and Tie. Both Dan and Tie are young or mid-

dle-aged female roles, and Xiao is a young male role. The registers are highest in this 

subdivision: e1-e2. In order to be different from the female role, the way Xiao sings is with 

more strength and dynamic than with Dan and Tie.81  

     Yuan Zhongyu had a simple tip for distinguishing all the male role types: Mo wears white 

koumian, which refers to the artificial facial hair mask around the mouth. Xiao wears black koumian 

                                                             
81 Li Jinzhao, interview by author, his home in Wuhan, August 10, 2016. 
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or has no koumian. Wai plays a broad age-range of male roles from twenty-five to sixty-five years old; 

they normally wear grey koumian. Jing has a painted-face.82  

I will present a list to show these ten categories in detail below to further explain the categori-

zation of the ten types of roles. This categorization also encapsulates the characters’ role and status in 

history, folktale, and historical novels.83  These categorizations closely mirrored the standards by 

which people judged others in their daily lives in that era, and also the hierarchy of feudal society. 

Relying even more on intuition than the highly improvisational music, Han Opera role categorization 

sheds light on how people at the time understood their society and their identities within society.  

 Mo, the role of an old man, is sung with natural consonants and focuses on both singing 

and acting. Mo is always portrayed through old emperors, prime ministers, scholars, high-

ranking officials, sages and loyal servants, etc., and wears the white koumian (artificial facial 

hair mask around the mouth).84  

 Jing, a painted-face male role, is sung in falsetto and focuses on singing. Jing always 

depicts famous officials and military officers, as well as infamous scoundrels and tyrants. Their 

painted faces indicate their strong personalities and emotions. In different works or different 

sections of a single work, the same Jing role may have a face painted in different patterns and 

colors which conform to his mental states.  

                                                             
82 Yuan Zhongyu, interview by author, Wuhan Opera Theater’s backstage, July 29, 2016. 

83 Xiang Zhang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 115. Also see Jin-zhao Li. 汉剧音乐研究 [The Study of Han Opera Music] 

(Wuhan Publish House,2011), 117-128. 

84 In Han Opera’s term, the artificial facial hair mask on the mouth is called Koumian, In Peking Opera’s term, it is 

called Rangkou.  
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 Sheng, the role of a middle-aged man, is sung in natural consonants and focuses on sing-

ing because Sheng always play scholars and are also considered as “dignified male roles.”85 

Singing rather than acting takes up the main presentation of Han Opera. Sheng need to be on 

stage throughout the whole play and have a great deal of stories to narrate, with a great range 

of expressive emotions. Because Sheng always carry important points in the story that lead to 

the epitasis, Sheng is also referred to as tiebiandan (“Iron Shoulder-Pole”, meaning, he carries 

a great deal of content and responsibility). 

 Dan, the role of a young girl, is sung in falsetto, and is focused primarily on singing. Dan 

play figures that have respectable social status, such as girls from the upper-class and distin-

guished families, middle-aged women, empresses and imperial princesses, and chaste girls.  

 Chou, the clown, is sung in natural consonants, and this role emphasizes often virtuoso 

physical acting. For example, in order to emphasize other characters’ height, they need to keep 

a half-crouch for the entire section in which they play. Chou normally play supporting parts, 

such as poor old women, small children, despicable feudal emperors, jailers, petty officials 

and weak old men.  

 Wai, “other”, is also a male role. Wai is sung in natural consonants and emphasizes acting. 

Wai play wide ranges of character types other than the Mo, Jing, Sheng, and Xiao. 

 Xiao, a young male role, is sung in natural consonants and both sings and acts. This type 

contains two subcategories: civil Xiao, emphasizing singing, and martial Xiao, emphasizing 

acting. 

                                                             
85Zhang Xiang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 115. 
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 Tie is also called huadan in Peking Opera and is one type of main female role. Tie is sung 

in falsetto and emphasizes acting. Tie normally play young girls and flirtatious and vigorous 

young women.  

 Fu, the role of the old woman, is sung in natural consonants and focuses on both singing 

and acting.  

 Za, another painted-face role, is sung in extremely high falsetto and focuses on singing. 

Za always play emotional characters that use painted faces to illustrate dramatic figures, such 

as brave military officers and domineering ministers.  

From the categorization, Gao Xiang demonstrated a duality that is maintained in Han Opera: 

artistry and reality. For example, the use of lateral consonants to sing in falsetto, face-painting, and 

artificial head and facial hair masks are the artistic embellishments or exaggerations of what individu-

als really looked like at the time and how they dressed and behaved. As such, Han Opera has preserved 

in stereotypical fashion a particular set of values and relationships that represent the social identities 

and class concepts of local people at that time.86  

For example, in the feudal China, the ruling class as well as the imperial family relied on Con-

fucianism to build a social order, which emphasizes respect for seniority (zhang you you xu) and clar-

ifies the hierarchy of officers and civilians (zun bei you bie), which regulates the standards of expected 

behaviors and obligations, or duties, of every class and also, aged and gender distinctions. 87 There 

are three kinds of male role-types, Mo, Sheng and Xiao that are based on age differences; the old female 

role, Fu, is separated from the two younger female roles, Dan and Tie. Accordingly, the categorization 

                                                             
86 Gao Xiang, interview by author, Wuhan, August 12, 2016. 

87 From First emperor of Qin established Qin Dynasty (475.BCE) to the 1912. CE when Qing Dynasty ended and 

the Public of China established.  
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of Dan and Tie also followed traditional cultural values of female roles. Yuan Zhongyu also simply 

pointed out the difference between Dan’s roles and Tie’s role: Dan’s roles normally are the daughters 

of noble families (da jia gui xiu), who were well-mannered and dignified; Tie’s roles normally are the 

daughters of non-noble civilians (xiao jia bi yu), who had a more dynamic personality.88 

Yuan Zhongyu suggested that traditional conceptions about the age differences and the social 

order are not only embodied in the categorization but also in the performance. 89 On July 29, 2016, I 

interviewed with the performer Yuan Zhongyu, aged 84, in the dressing room of Wuhan Theater. She 

was invited to give a lecture to the Han opera summer camp in the theater. When we met, she sat in 

front of a dressing table mirror wearing ordinary clothes, no make-up, and holding a cup of tea. There 

were three students, 13 to 16 years old, in the room with her. Her response and eagerness to demon-

strate her craft to me captures not only the importance of accent and dialect as discussed previously, 

but also skill, method and interpretation of feudal social class, all in just a few words with a very 

important sound at the end. Such is the capacity of a Han Opera’s performer to deliver an enormous 

amount of meaning, allusion, reflection and subtext in a very small space and a very short period of 

time. Han Opera combines stylized movements, music and dance, mime and exaggerated performance. 

The movements have special symbolic significance. The audiences can intuit the theme of a play 

through a performer’s stylized movements. A traditional opera artist must acquire four basic skills of 

singing, acting, recitation and acrobatics, as well as five methods, namely gestures, expression in the 

eyes, posture, hair-piece regulations and stage walk. Thus each type of role requires flexible use of 

“four skills” and “five methods” to fulfill the emotional demands of the play.  

                                                             
88 Yuan Zhongyu, interview by author, Wuhan, July 29, 2016. 

89 Zhang Xiang, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Arti-

facts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003). 119. 
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Yuan Zhongyu is a Tie performer who had been performing playful young female roles all her 

life. During the interview, I found that her eyes could “talk”: they were that expressive. I asked her 

whether or not she always practices to express so much through her eyes. She said, “Absolutely, in the 

performance when I painted my face, the eyes are one of the keys to characterize the figure.” 90 With 

that, she put her tea cup on the desk and started to show me how she acts. She said, “The expressions 

of eyes need to accord with the characters as well as the tongue.” She demonstrated an example of two 

methods, expression in the eyes and posture, and the acting skill, from the play "Marriage from the 

Closet", the scene when the heroine wants her mother to help her to arrange a date with her lover. The 

heroine is extremely shy, and although she wants her mother to help her, as a traditional female in 

feudal Chinese society she cannot assert her preferences directly. Only her parents could arrange her 

marriage. She hesitates to speak her mind out loud. In order to show her desire and her respect simul-

taneously, Yuan looked at the floor, smiled sweetly and said “Ni (You) qu (go to) tuo (say) lie (a parti-

cle)? (Will you go to say that for me?)”. Here, she uses “qu” instead of “ke”, and “tuo” instead “suo”. 

She explained that, since the heroine is a girl from a noble family, she uses Mandarin “qu” instead of 

the Wuhan dialect “ke”, a more rustic form. Second, the heroine is shy and hesitates to express her 

desire, so Yuan softens her tongue with lateral consonants and lisps “suo”, which makes it sound like 

“tuo”. This is perceived as more child-like habit, just as a lisp is associated with child-speech in the 

West. Thirdly, the particle ‘lie’ is important as a deferential marker of polite request or plea, functioning 

as a subjunctive mood (i.e., “Maybe?”). Wuhan dialect uses it as an interrogative marker at the end of 

an utterance. Adding the ‘lie’ is not just an interpretive or expressive device; it creates a syllabic space 

                                                             
90 Yuan Zhongyu, interview by author, Wuhan, July 29, 2016. 
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for potential improvisation, whether Yuan is speaking the phrase or singing it. Because the first prin-

ciple of performers on the stage is to accurately and fully emulate the character, and the second prin-

ciple is interacting with audiences and pleasing them with skillful improvisation, adding just this small 

particle ‘lie’ provides the most efficient means of delivering the fullest interpretation possible. The 

virtuosity of this performer, then, is demonstrably evidenced through both an ability to augment mean-

ing and an equal ability to simultaneously condense it. Yuan said, in this way, Han Opera performers 

are indisputably versatile in their required methods and skills, yet still highly individualistic in ap-

proach.  

     In summary, as a regional opera, Han Opera follows Chinese tradition to categorize the types 

of roles and present the characters. Performers use their own types’ stylized vocal delivery and acting 

to depict their characters in detail. Their artistic expressions make the symbolic performance real for 

the audience. Therefore, the categories embody the most foundational Chinese traditional concepts of 

all kinds of people. The opera’s characterization traditions not only demonstrate that Han Opera is a 

mature and systematic opera genre, but reveal how they become a vehicle for traditional people to 

understand themselves in the context of their own societies and local regional culture. 

 

Summary    

Han Opera reflects local taste of customs, language, value, and traditional manners by present-

ing the selected historical stories and regional life styles. Along the Yangzi River and Han River, sev-

eral folk tunes and musical systems followed the trade road that converged around Wuhan and finally 

formed as the Han Opera in the local region. During the formation process, it has influenced and inter-

acted with many other Chinese operas' formulation over time. Local people around Wuhan area in the 
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past time collectively created Han Opera’s music and all the plays. These not only lead us to enjoy a 

musical journey but also represent their aesthetic taste in that time on the stage. Han Opera likes an 

embodiment of local history and the collective identity. The complexity and sophistication of melody 

systems, the rhyme and accent of the dialect, the categorization of characters’ type of roles narrates a 

multicultural collective memory of the local people. When people watch the Han Opera, they re-expe-

rience their own history which enhances local people’s recognition of their own cultural identity. Every 

great breakthrough in Han Opera’s history reflects major social tendencies and the people’s new de-

sires for their lives. I regard the preservation of Han Opera’s legacy as a preservation of intangible 

cultural heritage which ultimately will contribute to preserving and celebrating human cultural diver-

sity, because of Han Opera’s reflective feature. .  

      Other than an embodiment of the local culture, as a Chinese national intangible culture her-

itage, Han Opera is a mature and highly exacting, disciplined performing art. The stylized performing 

methods, extensive repertoire and distinguish music systems make Han Opera maintain its regional 

custom’s symbolic significance for the local and also, the local audiences and performers would not 

abandon it. In the next chapter, I will identify contemporary Chinese political and economic environ-

ments and contexts which are more directly related to Han Opera’s development throughout history, 

to show how Han Opera has adapted all the necessary social reformations to maintain its significance 

and to survive until modern times. 
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CHAPTER 3. HAN OPERA AND THE SOCIAL CONTEXT 

From the 20th century to the last thirty years, Han Opera’s survival was involved in an acceler-

ating Chinese modernization process that caused a series of economic and socio-political changes. I 

suggest that economic and political shifts affected social ways of life and ideology, particularly aes-

thetics. Social context is an important force for shaping traditional performing arts’ legacy in the com-

munity, which directly affects Han Opera’s survival as well. Consequently, this interactive relationship 

between the Han Opera’s evolution and social context is a top-down initiative whereby society repro-

duced the proscribed effect. In this chapter, I will illustrate the current situation of Han Opera within 

modern Wuhan in neoliberal China.  

In 1978, the Third Plenum of the 11th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 

was held in Beijing and the strategy created there started the pivotal transition of People’s Republic 

China’s social system from communist economic principles to global market economic principles.91 

(revise) The Chinese government does not define market economy as “capitalism” but rather, it is 

referred to as “Characteristic Chinese Communist Economy” (zhongguo tese shehuizhuyi jingji).92 

This politico-economic policy had a profound effect on Han Opera, which then had to adapt accord-

ingly. This is the focus of this chapter.  

An older generation Han Opera artist Yuan Zhongyu indignantly said “Since the 1980s, every-

thing changed.”93 Indeed, what is in our minds about the Han Opera is totally different from what is 

in our parents or grandparents’ minds. In this case, I will examine the macro environment (the social 

                                                             
91 Hai Ren, Neoliberalism and Culture in China and Hong Kong (New York: Routledge Press, 2010), 1-28. 

92 This is a popular slogan in China, first came up was in July 1981 when Deng Xiaoping met Jin Yong and offi-

cially came up was in the September 1982 Third Plenary Session of the Twelfth Central Committee. 

93 Based on my brief conversation with Yuan Zhongyu on July 2016. 
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and international movement in the nation) and the micro environment (directly related to the Han 

Opera), to study the Han Opera and its culture, and the interaction between Han Opera’s evolution and 

social impactions through history. This chapter will endeavor to define economic and political conse-

quences on Han Opera nationally as well as regionally. I argue that not only does Han Opera reflect 

the Wuhan area’s folk culture, but also that the history of Han Opera reflects social changes, which 

shows Han Opera’s adaptability. 

  

The Macro Change in Neoliberal China 

Neoliberalism is an economic term which did not emerge until the 1970s but immediately 

started to play a dominant role in the global expansion of capitalism.94 In the past, Keynesianism, an 

economic theory named after notable British economist John Maynard Keynes, was the most main-

stream for the capitalist world. Keynesianism claimed that both the state and the private sector played 

important roles in the economy. Later on, neoliberalism was conceived by a group of economists and 

political philosophers who wanted to challenge Keynesianism by reforming the capitalist model and 

liberating it from any regulations. They called for a further freedom of goods, services, capital and 

money among the entire international market and not just within the nations.95 Its key tenets can be 

summarized as follows: privatization of state-owned enterprises, liberalization of pricing and capital 

market, loosening of restraints on financial policies, and trade liberalization.96 

At the same time, around the 1980s, China started to develop its own neoliberal path and was 

                                                             
94 Hai Ren, Neoliberalism and Culture in China and Hong Kong (New York: Routledge Press, 2010), 6. 

95 Ibid., 8. 

96 Ibid., 24-25 
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preparing to take over Hong Kong from the British.97 “Modernization (Xiandaihua)” and “Synchro-

nization with the International World (Yuguojijiegui)” were two common slogans in that time. Instead 

of understanding them simply as “a homogenizing process of Westernization spreading relentlessly,” 

98 they were a process that interfaced with diverse government organizations and institutions, com-

munities, and individuals, which included ending price control, ending inflation, deregulating individ-

ual prices and wages, decentralizing government controls of the economy and privatizing state enter-

prises.99 Hai Ren argues that the neoliberal process has reconstructed the whole contemporary Chinese 

society and has affected many practices in people’s daily lives, including the institutionalization pro-

cess of culture institutions.100 Ren’s two ethnographic works demonstrate that in China, the political-

economic environment influences cultural practices and consumption. I suggest that Han Opera’s cur-

rent situation is also affected by the neoliberal Chinese context, and the contemporary institutionaliza-

tion of Han Opera in modern Wuhan sheds lights on how this traditional local opera is involved in the 

neoliberal era.  

 

Han Opera and Its Micro Environment 

Neoliberal economic society is a significant modern context for understanding in China, in-

cluding Han Opera, but, the interaction between Han Opera and its micro environment is more im-

portant and has a direct influence on Han Opera’s current situation. This part discussed how the micro 

                                                             
97 Ibid., 9. 

98 Hai Ren, Neoliberalism and Culture in China and Hong Kong (New York: Routledge Press, 2010), x-xvi. 

99 Ibid.  

100 Ibid. 
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environment effects Han Opera’s development, such as music education, performer’s social statues 

and local dialects,  

In 1905, people started to import Western music education into China and enlighten students. 

And this still effects today’s music education. The xinyinyue yundong (New Music Movement) was 

proposed by the music educators who studied abroad, returned to China and wanted to reform the old 

education system. They wrote the Chinese lyrics to match the American, European, and Japanese mel-

odies in order to teach the students in the new education system. This kind of new music was called, 

xuetang yuege (music in the classroom), and it was based on a diatonic music system instead of the 

pentatonic music system that was the most common for Chinese folk songs. Those pioneers used a 

cipher notation instead of five-line score to promote in the music educational in new education system. 

It was an efficient way to popularize the music for a relatively uneducated society. Until 2016 in Wuhan, 

based on my observation, the schools only use Western music pedagogy. Thus, I suggest that the West-

ern-music-only education in schools gradually has caused Western music to replace traditional Chinese 

folk music’s statutes among people. The academic world has the power of discourse which sets a model 

for the mainstream ideals in the whole society, especially in major cities.101 On the other hand, in 1986, 

China’s government has devoted itself to eliminating illiteracy and putting compulsory education into 

the Constitution of China. Music is one of the subjects, because it was regarded that it affects moral 

education and art education to encourage students to develop themselves comprehensively.102 How-

ever, only Western music education was provided. When the audiences have been trained in Western 

                                                             
101 Zhang Tiantong, “高师音乐教育与民族音乐传承,” [“Music Education of Normal Universities in China 

and the Teaching-Learning Transmission of Traditional Music”] Musicology In China, 2004(1): 101-105. 

102 Zhu Liang, “音乐教育在中小学教育中的重要地位,” [”The Significant of Music Education in the Elemen-

tary and Middle Schools”] Primary School Times, 2013(12): 3-3. 
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standards of music appreciation, they do not have any idea about the traditional folk tunes, instruments, 

voices.103 In Han Opera education, traditional dissemination and training has relied heavily on “oral 

teaching that inspires true understanding within” (kouchuan xinshou), which limits its transmission .104 

Other than music education system’s influence, Nancy Guy presents the two fundamental con-

cepts of traditional operas in modern society, which are shared by all the traditional operas both in 

mainland China and Taiwan. The opera represents the local culture, so does Han Opera, which was the 

symbol of Wuhan area’s folk culture. From the Opium War in 1840 to World War II, with suffering 

under imperialism, both Han Opera regionally and Peking Opera nationally reached their heyday. By 

considering the notion, as ethnomusicologist John Blacking has argued, that one’s preference or re-

sistance of a particular music, is “because of what the music has come to mean to him as a member of 

a particular culture or social group,”105 so I assert that Han Opera reflects Wuhan area’s customs that 

integrate it into the life of the masses. This interaction between Han Opera and local people roots it in 

the population.  

In the next part, I will introduce some important events in Han Opera’s history and its relevant 

social context that are based on the “reciprocal interaction” model. The “reciprocal interaction” model 

which was established in Attali’s book Noise: The Political Economy of Music, and it provides a per-

spective of the relationship between cultural forms and social systems.106 Fredric Jameson’s overview 

of Attali’s book indicates that in society not only does the environment affect the development of 

                                                             
103 Zhang Tiantong, “高师音乐教育与民族音乐传承,” [“Music Education of Normal Universities in China 

and the Teaching-Learning Transmission of Traditional Music”] Musicology In China, 2004(1): 101-105. 

104 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University Of Illinois Press, 2005), I. 

105 John Blacking, How Musical is Man? (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1973), 33. 

106 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University Of Illinois Press, 2005), 7. 
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performing arts, but also that “a cultural form can anticipate and shape social development”107 Guy 

understands the process in this way “Governments have long used and promoted music and other per-

forming arts to advance political and social agendas, which shows the real-world belief in the power 

of cultural forms to shape their environment.”108 Since Attali’s book, an increasing number of ethno-

musicologists started to pay attention to music’s role in cultural change.109 From this perspective, I 

will regard the context of the WHOT, a government-owned company, as Han Opera’s micro environ-

ment, which is the base for its survival, and I will discuss how Han Opera interacts with its micro 

environment in the contemporary China in the next chapter in detail.  

 

Historical Interaction between Han Opera and Social Context 

Han Opera formed over a very long period of history, and changes in Han Opera have coincided 

with major Chinese social movements. It was called Chu Diao (Tune of Chu) and was recorded in the 

Yuan Xiaoxiu’s Opera Diary in 1615, which was recognized as the first record of Han Opera. Besides 

Chu Diao, in many other places it was also called Han Diao (Tune of Han) and Chu Qiang (Voice of 

Chu). Those names indicate that Han Opera was popular throughout the Wuhan area and along the Han 

River basin. After the Revolution of 1911, this kind of performing art was officially named Han Ju 

                                                             
107 Fredric Jameson, Foreword to Noise: The Political Economy of Music, by Jacques Attali (Minneapolis: Uni-

versity of Minnesota Press, 1985), xi. 

108 Ibid. 

109 Anthony Seeger. Why Suya Sing: A Musical Anthropology of an Amazonian People (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1987); and Peter Manuel, “Andalusian, Gypsy, and Class Identity in the Contemporary Flamenco Com-

plex,” Ethnomusicology 33 (I): 47-65; and Jocelyne Guiilbault. Zouk: World Music in the West Indies (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1993); and Virginia Danielson, The Voice of Egypt: Umm Kulthum, Arabic Song, and Egyptian 

Society in the Twentieth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997); and Helen Rees, Echoes of History: Naxi 

Music in Modern China (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000).  
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(Han Opera) by a renewed operatic critic, Yang Duo.110 This section introduces Han Opera’s history 

starting from 1912, throughout the lens of the relationships between Han Opera and the reforms.  

One hundred years ago, China experienced several major changes: from the Republic of China 

(1912-1949) it became the People’s Republic of China (1949-present); the leadership turned from Na-

tionalist to Communist; the social system moved from Capitalism to Socialism, and, finally, to Social-

ism with Chinese Characteristics. After the establishment of the PRC, the country was independently 

led by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Its censorship started involving itself in all kinds of art. 

The government-owned companies took over all the regional opera troupes. Many modern arts started 

competing with traditional arts which resulted in different forces shaping Han Opera’s legacy in the 

same time.  

In what follows, I am going to present Han Opera’s history from 1911-2006 chronologically. 

These histories of Han Opera are compiled from Chinese Han Opera books,111 and I confirmed them 

during my fieldwork in Wuhan Han Opera Theatre in 2016 summer; throughout I will illustrate the 

significance of these changes. 

During the Revolution of 1911 (Xinhai Revolution),112 Wuhan was the site of the main battle, so 

the performance of Han Opera decreased. Most of the Han Opera personnel taught at the training class 

to make a living. Until 1919, the May 4th student-led Patriotic movement (also called “the May 4th 

Procession of 1919”) broke out, Han Opera artists were affected by the revolutionary context and 

                                                             
110 Dexuan Yang, 汉剧图文志 [Illustrated Book on Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011), 3. 

 111 DeXuan Yang, 汉剧图文志 [Illustrated Book of Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011); Weiming 

Zhu, 汉剧研究资料汇编[The collection of Han Opera’s material (1882-1949)] (Wuhan: Wuhan Publish House, 

2012); Weiwei Zhang, 社会学视角下的汉剧 [Han Opera in the Social History Perspective(1912-1949)] (Beijing: 

People’s Publishing House,2015); Jinzhao Li, 汉剧音乐研究 [The Study of Han Opera Music] (Wuhan: Wuhan 

Publish House, 2011) 

112 The Chinese bourgeois democratic revolution led by Sun Zhongshan which overthrew the Qing Dynasty. 
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started to improve (gailiang) Han Opera. The feudalistic superstition and sexually—suggestive reper-

tory was forbidden. In 1915, the first professional training class established the so-called “old-type 

opera school”. There were “Tian”, “Chun”, “Chang”, “Shun” classes, which appeared in the following 

years. This training class broke the old master-apprentice mentoring relationship, and provided more 

opportunities for the people who want to learn Han Opera. In 1921, Master Yu Hongyuan and Fu Xinyi 

established the Han Opera Guild in Beijing. Han Opera Guild was a community for the Han Opera 

artists, and was put on records in Ministry of Education. Their purpose was improving the outmoded 

conventions and customs in troupes and escalating Han Opera artists’ social status.  

In 1928, the first female training class was established in Wuhan. In the past, females were pro-

hibited on the Han Opera stage. Since 1927, the nationalist government moved to Wuhan, and the 

revolutionary concept of equality between men and women was advocated, which finally made the 

female Han Opera players accepted by the public. In 1931, the CCP established a soviet government 

in southeastern Hubei Province and started economic and cultural construction there. The soviet gov-

ernment encouraged Han Opera artist to compose new pieces to expose what was seen as the evil of 

the ruling class and to sing the praises of the revolutionaries’ heroism. Many so-called “modern Han 

Opera repertory” works showed up, with titles such as: People’s Liberation Army were Killed by En-

emy, Cleaning Up in Country Side, Landowner Asked for payment of Debt and etc.  

In the same year, the female performer’s visibility developed and the training class’s director, Fu 

Xinyi, decided to lead a group of Han Opera people, mainly female players, to Sichuan to expand the 

new market and enhance the influence of female players. When they arrived in Sichuan, they started 

to cooperate with Chuan Opera performers and play charity performances for promoting the commu-

nication between two regional operas. During this tour performance, the “9.18 Incident” erupted, 
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which was a beginning of the Sino-Japanese War. Two opera performers together composed a modern-

cloth opera Men and Women in the Army of Volunteers. This opera was popular in Sichuan, and pro-

voked the anger of the Japanese among the audience. Meanwhile, in Wuhan in 1931, there was a seri-

ous flood. This flood almost destroyed all the opera houses in the city and killed many Han Opera 

personnel. After the city recovered from the disaster, Chu Opera troupes, Peking Opera troupes, circus 

troupes and many others continually came to Wuhan, crowding and competing in Han Opera’s market.  

In 1935, Han Opera started to develop machine-operated stage scenery. The head of Changle 

Opera Garden was the first to invite many Han Opera masters to develop machine-operated stage 

scenery. Their innovation attracted audiences and revitalized Han Opera business. In 1937, with the 

eruption of the Sino-Japanese War, government agencies moved to Wuhan. Wuhan became the political, 

military and cultural center during the war. On December 31st the operatic personages established a 

“National Anti-Enemy Association of Traditional Chinese Opera”, and performed a patriotic Han 

Opera called Defeated the Japanese. They almost stopped Han Opera’s daily performances and ar-

ranged all the performers into ten Anti-Enemy Mobile Propaganda Teams. These ten teams toured 

around the Hubei Province, and composed new plays against the Japanese invasion. Since then, the 

Chinese government has been very well aware of the power of Han Opera to influence an audience 

and incite it to action.  

On 16th May, 1949, Wuhan was liberated by CCP, and the CCP government started to pay atten-

tion to Han Opera’s revival and development. In 1951, the leader of the General Office of the State 

Council of the People’s Republic of China published the Instruction of the Reform of Traditional Chi-

nese Opera, and the People’s Daily published Attaching Importance to the Reform Work of Traditional 
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Chinese Opera. Consequently, the Wuhan Opera Improvement Committee was established. The prin-

ciple of the “opera improvement movement (xiqu gaige yundong)” was “Improve Opera (gaixi)”, “Im-

prove Performers (gairen)”, and “Improve System (gaizhi)”. “Improve Opera” involved eliminating 

elements in opera that implied feudal Chinese society’s “uncivilized habits”, such as disrespecting 

women, promoting violence, and so on. “Improve Performers” meant improving their quality, educat-

ing them in reading and teaching them know about Chinese Communist Party. “Improve System” in-

volved reforming the irrational the irrational practices in the opera troupes, such as the leaders physi-

cally abusing performers.  

  Li Jinzhao said that around 1950s, working on opera was a shame thing for a dignified family. 

His father disagreed him to be a professional Jinghu player in the Ding Si Qiao Han Opera troupe. 

Because at that time, people believed that “there are only three ugly things in the world, a tortoise, an 

opera performer and an instrumentalist” (shijian zhiyou sanzhuang chou, wangba xizi chuigushou). Li 

Jinzhao tried really hard to persuade his father that he want to be a Jinghu player, and insisted to attend 

the troupe. Finally his father let him go. 

With the development of technology in 1952, the famous Han Opera repertory Yuzhoufeng was 

filmed as the first documentary of Han Opera by the Chang Chuang Film Studio. In 1956, the Central 

Ministry of Culture held the 1st Opera Repertory Work Conference, requiring all the operatic organi-

zations to work together to collect and preserve traditional repertory. Hubei Provence Bureau of Cul-

ture followed this request, collected and arranged a group of Han Opera traditional melody excerpts, 

labels, and percussion scores. In 1959, all the Han Opera specialists in Hubei Province worked together, 

was named “Group for Discovering and Arranging the Han Opera’s Labels (Han jv Qupai Wajue Zhen-
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gli Xiaozu”. They arranged 144 traditional operatic labeled tunes113 of Han Opera which were pub-

lished in 1959. In 1962, the Wuhan Han Opera Theatre was established, which affiliate to the Wuhan 

Bureau of Culture. The people worked here were selected from different private troupes, and were 

directly supported by the government. The theatre built a system for managing the artistic documents, 

censorship for directing a play, historical studies, and music studies, which gradually made it become 

the center of Han Opera business. The establishment of the Wuhan Han Opera Theatre was a milestone 

for preserving and developing Han Opera systematically.  

During 1966-1967, the years of Cultural Revolution, “all the President Mao’s supporters in 

China were systematically destroying traditional Chinese arts and performance practice”.114 The tra-

ditional repertory was forbidden, documents were burned, and the most accomplished performers were 

persecuted. All the traditional Han Opera materials were judged as “class enemies” and considered 

“feudalism, capitalism, revisionism”.115 The Han Opera and other regional operas were required to 

rehearse “Revolutionary Model Opera” and work for “Mao Zedong Thoughts” propaganda only. This 

movement not only destroyed all the achievement Han Opera personnel made before, but also degraded 

performers’ social status.  

On December 12th, 1978, the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Com-

munist Party of China was held in Beijing, and started rejecting the judgement against of Han Opera 

performers during the Cultural Revolution and rebuilt their reputations. After this point, the Han Opera 

                                                             
113 In Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan, Nancy Guy defines “labeled tunes” as “distinct melodic units with 

titles,” and writes that, “some labeled tunes appear only in purely instrumental renditions, while others can be sung and 

set to a variety of texts.” see Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan, 175.  

114 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University Of Illinois Press, 2005), 9. 

115 Dexuan Yang, 汉剧图文志 [Illustrated Book on Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011), 30-31. 
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performances, teachings, and other collective works resumed. By 1982, there were 14 Han Opera 

troupes throughout the Hubei Province that were rebuilt. Many of the operas were filmed as documents 

and shown in the public cinemas. Moreover, the master Chen Bohua (1919-2015) organized a Hubei 

Province Han Opera Performance Delegation in 1982, and went to Hong Kong to promote Han Opera. 

However, after a long time of stagnancy, many Han Opera masters died and their own unique skills 

failed to be handed down from past generations. The plays, which were always performed in the opera 

house, were no more than one hundred. Until early of 1992, only a Wuhan Han Opera Theatre and a 

Hubei Province Han Opera Troupe remained.  

In 1997, Wuhan Bureau of Culture published “One Hundred Han Opera Plays Project Confer-

ence Summary” (xiqu baichu gongcheng huiyi zhaiyao). This summary planned to arrange one hun-

dred traditional Han Opera plays, enroll students in the Han Opera School, and produce Han Opera 

documentaries. This project enhanced Han Opera study among scholars and contributed to preserve 

Han Opera legacy. In 2006, Han Opera became one of the National Level Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Protection programs. Wuhan Han Opera Theatre became the Chinese national Intangible Cultural Her-

itage Company, which was designated by the Chinese government. Han Opera theatre started its insti-

tutionalization process which was affected by China’s neoliberal transformation. 

 

Summary 

Above all, from 1911 until now, the social changes of the environment of Han Opera impact 

its development throughout the history.116 Han Opera, as a regional opera in China, is dynamic and 

                                                             
116 Zhang Tiantong, “高师音乐教育与民族音乐传承,” [“Music Education of Normal Universities in China and 

the Teaching-Learning Transmission of Traditional Music”] Musicology In China, 2004(1): 101-105. 
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capable of evolving through adaptation to social changes and accommodation of diversity. Before it 

could be presented on a stage like today's opera stage, there were just several folk tunes which were 

prevalent in the neighboring counties. As people came and went, those tunes fused together, people 

brought in their own repertoires and gradually a new genre developed. Therefore, the transmission of 

this new genre was coincidently or by necessity through performances held along trade routes in this 

area. As a result, Han Opera not only documents many kinds of traditional customs, but its evolution 

and history also reflect an entire regional history. Unlike many other kinds of music which were par-

ticularly appreciated by one class, it was prevalent in all strata of local populations and involved in all 

ranges of social activities: part-time entertainment, festival program, ceremony and education, and it 

was performed in all manner of venues: farmers and workers’ gathering squares, noble families’ yards, 

and at tea houses on the streets. I suggest that Han Opera is the epitome of the whole of Wuhan area 

society. Those Han Opera evolutions and the social changes showed that Han Opera has always 

adapted the flow of social values and identity in which carry itself to the new eras. 
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CHAPTER 4. INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF HAN OPERA AND CREA-

TIVE ECONOMY INITIATIVE IN MODERN WUHAN 

This chapter mainly examines how contemporary Han Opera, as a public institution, is handling 

maintaining its historical cultural value and how it is faring under the current creative economy initia-

tive. It is important to realize that the institutionalization of opera and folk music is not a new concept; 

it has its origins in ancient, dynastic in China. The Chinese government has established and authorized 

musical institutions which regulate regional opera and serve a political purpose117. Institutionalization, 

therefore, has always played significant role in the development of opera and opera performers 

throughout history.118 Today, Han Opera as a public institution in Wuhan operates in the same manner 

as any other traditional government-owned entity in the past. Modern Chinese policies of reformation 

however, have endowed the Han Opera Institution with more complex functions and his has changed 

many dynamics within the opera concerning its relationship to the government, to its composers and 

performers, and to society. In the summer of 2016, the WHOT conducted two government-led projects 

which modified previous mode of interactions involving opera music, society and the government. 

This revised interaction is intended to foster Han Opera performers’ creativity and also integrate Han 

Opera as an institution into the neoliberal market in the PRC. I suggest that the recent institutionaliza-

tion of the Han Opera provides an ideal case study of how a traditional performance art form maintains 

its vitality and pursues development within the dynamic context of economic globalization and mod-

ernization. I used ethnographic work with two government-led projects, Opera into Campuses and the 

                                                             
117 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005), 7. 

118 Colin Mackerras, "Opera, Regional," In Berkshire Encyclopedia of China: Modern and Historic Views of the 

World's Newest and Oldest Global Power, edited by Linsun Cheng (Great Barrington: Berkshire Publishing Group, 

2009). 
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Chinese National Arts Fund, to analyze how the WHOT, as an institution, is cooperating with the gov-

ernment, and to examine the effects of its designation as an intangible cultural heritage institution, 

which has endowed the Han Opera with a renewed significance in Wuhan and in neoliberal China, in 

general.   

 

Government-owned Musical Institutions in Chinese History 

This section presents two eras of government-owned musical institutions in Chinese history 

chronologically. The first one is the dynastic era and the second one is the neoliberal era, which is also 

the main historical context of the thesis.  

Chinese sage Xunzi (300-239 BCE) determined and proclaimed that music has power to cause 

rebellion; thus, music must be highly regulated by the government to mold people’s behaviors and to 

achieve the King’s fame. In other words, performance troupes and composers should not be allowed 

to carry on with cultural transmission outside of the auspices of the government; rather, they should 

be charged with the social responsibility of complimenting the goals of the government and working 

harmoniously with official policies to consolidate social behavior and foster loyalty and compliance. 

This is not to say that music was some aberrant practice that should be quashed because of its power 

to influence. On the contrary, Chinese leadership in Xunzi’s day recognized the power of music to 

motivate and affect sensibility, and therefore, the Sage proscribed institutionalizing music, officially, 

as a valued instrument of governance and regulation: 

Music enters deeply into men and transforms them rapidly. Therefore, the former kings were careful 

to give it the proper form. When music is moderate and tranquil, the people become harmonious 

and shun excess. When music is tern and majestic, the people become well behaved and shun dis-

order. When the people are harmonious and well behaved, the troops will be keen in striking power 

and the cities well-guarded, and enemy states will not dare to launch an attack. In such a case, the 
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common people will dwell in safety; take delight in their communities, and look up to their superi-

ors with complete satisfaction. The fame of the state will become known abroad, its glory will shine 

forth greatly, and all people within the four seas will long to become its subjects. Then at last a true 

king may be said to have arisen.
119  

Based on these understandings of opera and folk music, the first institution for music, called 

The Music Bureau (Yuefu) was established in China, in the Western Han dynasty (206-25 BCE). Fol-

lowing Xunzi’s proposal, Yuefu was found on the assumptions that music reflects the good organization 

of its community and can be positively employed to affect both human relations and cosmic rela-

tions.120 Yuefu’s major work was to collect folk songs from all across the empire. In Perris’ words, 

those works could show “the mood of the times” and be used in measuring their success121. Since then, 

folk music has been used to supervise and understand a regime’s people which became a method for 

governing a country. 

The first official music school and government-owned performing troupe was established by 

Emperor Xuanzong (705-710) in the Tang dynasty (617-907 CE), who named it “Pear Garden” (Li-

yuan). Since then, the people who have worked in opera have called themselves “students of Pear 

Garden”. The literati took note of music’s educational effect; they capitalized the Pear Garden as an 

official venue to propagate their own perspectives, emphasizing filial piety (Xiao, “loyalty to the fam-

ily”) as a theme and creating characters and dramas that espoused or exemplified this position.122 The 

Pear Garden was used for training the musicians and was also a comprehensive “Art College” made 

                                                             
119 Kenneth Dewoskin, A Song for One or Two: Music and the Concept of Art in Early China (Ann Arbor: Center 

for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan press, 1982), 89-90. 

120 Nancy Guy, Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2005), 7. 

121 Arnold Perris, “Music as Propaganda: Art at the Command of Doctrine in the People’s Republic China,” Eth-

nomusicology 27(I): 1-28. 

122 Jingzhi Ren, “浅谈梨园文化在群众文化中的功能、作用与发展,” [“Discussion of the Pear Garden’s Func-

tion, Effects and Development among the Mass Culture”] Literature and Art for the Populace, 2007(11):12-14. 
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for music, dance, and opera. These musicians made substantial contributions to the artistic achieve-

ment and instrumental development of that period. Because of the influence music and theater had on 

the people in key domains of the transmission of culture, the Chinese government-owned musical 

education institution stimulated yet restricted music development. On the one hand, government sup-

port gave artists a comfortable living environment. On the other hand, government monitoring cost 

them their creative license. They had to satisfy the expectations and interests of the government or risk 

losing their endorsement, which accorded them the liberty to operate publicly. 

      Even moving into modern global economic policy, the Chinese government has kept this 

traditional belief in the function of music as a regulator of social mores and loyalty. Colin Mackerras 

describes regional opera in modern China as still having a perceived potential to threaten the austerity 

of the government: “Authorities regarded these popular performances with great suspicion, and both 

central and local governments adopted many rules against them. Authorities also saw regional operas 

as an occasion for social disobedience, for rebels to incite the people against legitimate authority.”123     

Constantine Tung described Chinese opera institutions as historically intertwined with govern-

ment to a profound degree: “No drama in any country and in history has been so frequently and so 

directly involved and used in ideological feuds, political purges, mass campaigns and high-level power 

struggles as has that of the People’s Republic of China”124. Beginning in 1978, China implemented 

“reform and opening up” (gaige kaifang) policies and structurally propelled Chinese society into the 

                                                             
123 Colin Mackerras, "Opera, Regional," In Berkshire Encyclopedia of China: Modern and Historic Views of the 

World's Newest and Oldest Global Power, edited by Linsun Cheng (Great Barrington: Berkshire Publishing Group, 
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neoliberal era. It started to turn government-owned companies or industries into private contractors, 

lifting bans and restrictions for individuals opening a business and opening the market to international 

commerce.125 The status and civic relationship of Han Opera had to be reconsidered in this new socio-

political climate and direction. By that time, the government’s continuous tight controls had caused 

opera institutions to fall behind the rest of society in development, and Han Opera faced many new 

challenges and pressures just to “catch up” with other socio-cultural institutions. Being chosen as an 

intangible cultural heritage institution indicates that Han Opera is still recognized for its potential to 

influence and represent Chinese social and cultural values; however, having been so regulated and 

regimented through all the incarnations of Chinese government in the last century, Han Opera has lost 

its direct agency in society, which was its critical mechanism for creativity, relevancy and sustainability, 

and this has added additional stress and pressure on its operational managers and its performers. 

In neoliberal China, despite gaige kaifang, the rigid government-owned institutional system 

perpetuates its historical pattern of compelling-while complicating. Han Opera’s development and has 

seen a diminishment in the quality of its performers’ living conditions since its implementation. The 

performers are a marginalized high artistic achievement population who are led by non-professional 

managers and still cannot decide their own futures or the direction of their artistic endeavors. They are 

experiencing a feeling of insignificance and vulnerability, and have low morale. Moreover, the younger 

generation has shifted their tastes to Western “high” arts or more popular amusements. As a result, 

some new generation performers trained in Han Opera are turning to less demanding and more eco-

nomically viable work elsewhere, such as dramatic acting, and singing popular music. In addition, the 
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system is inflexible, lacks reward mechanisms, and does not impose consequence for inaction, which 

is a contributing factor in the new generation of opera composers’ reduced drive, vigor and passion in 

comparison to their predecessor. There is also a tendency toward opera homogenization, which means 

that the unique features that have traditionally distinguished the various operas, such as and Hu Opera, 

are becoming more and more ambiguous.  

In this situation, despite endowments by the government, Han Opera’s sustainability has be-

come increasingly jeopardized, and its members are expressing an urgent concern for change. Further-

more, China prepares itself for presentation at the court of a global economy, its attitude toward Han 

Opera’s socio-cultural representation and agency has changed, just as Han Opera, itself, has changed 

in these aspects. Historically, as has been shown, regional opera, in particular, was seen as a vector for 

inspiring social solidarity, and the government’s attitude regarding this potential was one of caution, 

and a certain distrust based on dynastic justifications of the need for prohibitive regulation, supervision 

and monitoring. The government, by all accounts, did not want regional opera to independently exer-

cise its capacity to motivate communities but, by those same accounts, did not want to lose the power 

inherent in this potential instrument of social motivation. Since, the reforming and reorganizing pro-

cess in the Chinese neoliberal period began, Han Opera, as a designated cultural heritage institution, 

has taken on the responsibility of being representative of China’s historic diversity and ingenuity. 

Whereas it has been held back by dependence and lack of agency for decades, it is being asked to be 

innovative, influential and self-motivated again-as long as it is in service to the needs of the govern-

ment; whereas regional opera’s influence has been viewed historically as having the potential for un-

dermining the government’s authority, suddenly, its influence is relevant and important to Chinese’s 

global presentation of national and cultural confidence. As a result, Han Opera is now engaged in 
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“negotiating sonic norms and identities under the particular societal discourses of modern rupture”.126 

Performers must become creative individuals with the ability to reconcile locally rooted artistic ex-

pression, originally developed within environments that were culturally, linguistically and socially di-

verse with the government’s new political demands.127 

To further illustrate how a government-owned opera institution is remodeled with Chinese ne-

oliberal transformation processing I examine 1) the relationship between Han Opera and the theater’s 

new functions; 2) how the relationship helps the Han Opera’s promotion and adaption in the modern 

society; and 3) how Han Opera as an institution is involved in the new creative economy of China. 

 

Institutionalization of Han Opera in PRC: Wuhan Han Opera Theatre 

(WHOT) 

The modern institutionalization of Han Opera differs from that of dynastic and other eras. The 

government plays the same role in term of support and regulation, but at the same time, the modern 

market challenges Han Opera’s development more than ever. This section describing the structure of 

Wuhan Han Opera Theatre since 2014, and presenting Zhang Zhiwen, Yao Wen and Li Qing stories, 

examines two government-led projects that took place in the summer of 2016. The projects were un-

dertaken to help solve the dilemma of Han Opera as a public institution in modern Chinese society.  

WHOT is the only authoritative institution that represents Han Opera in Wuhan now.128 It is 

                                                             
126 Judah Cohen, “Music Institutions and the Transmission of Tradition,” Ethnomusicology, 53/2 (Spring/Summer 
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located in the old town of Wuhan, including the Han Opera School, the performing troupe and admin-

istration. As a Chinese National Cultural Heritage company, it is not only a performing group but it 

also has the responsibility to preserve and promote the Han Opera culture to the public.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Wuhan Han Opera Theatre’s structure.  

Shown in Figure 4.2, the WHOT’s Theater with the Specialist School function together as a 

music industry, composing, arranging, recording, publishing, and training and managing artists.129 

The Research Department collects Han Opera studies, applies for funding, edits and compiles research, 

catalogues recordings along with scores and transcriptions, manages programs, and cooperates with 

government offices, local institutions and TV stations to promote Han Opera online, on the air and on 

TV. The Archives manage financial records and personnel files. The Art Office is where the directors 

produce repertory. The Publicity Department contacts performance venues (for daily performances, 

                                                             
129 Peter Tschmuck, "Music Industry," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, ac-

cessed March 12, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/mu-
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festival performances, special performances in the rural villages, “benefit the mass” performances.), 

and identifying opportunities to introduce modern audience to Han Opera history, culture and craft. 

The Stage Management and Lighting Design Department cooperates with directors to design the light-

ing and make stage props for the plays, taking care of and transporting the equipment. The Admin-

istration oversees all the works in the WHOT, controls finances and legal contracts, and arranges works 

for individuals. The Specialist School recruits and trains new Han Opera performers and instrumental-

ists. The teachers within are WHOT’s performers which are located on the top three floors of the Han 

Opera Theater building.130 

The Performing Troupe is a special department. It can be one part of the whole but it contains 

the whole as well. From my interviews with staff from different departments, I found that within the 

WHOT, all staff, whether performers or supporting personnel are either professional Han Opera per-

formers or instrumentalists: all belong to the performing troupe and are qualified to perform on the 

stage. Technically, all the performers and instrumentalists have opportunities to perform a full-story 

opera (Quan Ben Xi) or an opera excerpt (Zhe Zi Xi), depending on what kind of and how many roles’ 

types a play needs. In reality, as Zhang Zhiwen and Yao Wen said, not all of them could fit on the stage: 

it is very competitive. Therefore, many less popular performers and instrumentalists have chosen to 

work in other departments. However, it does not mean that those people who have other work to do 

will never perform on stage again. Because everyone has their own unique techniques and the im-

portant opera characters need A and B performers, and when some special plays need specific perform-

ers, that they still have the opportunity to perform. That is how WHOT balances the roles of officers 

                                                             
130 The Specialist School recruits new students every 6-10 years, depending on WHOT’s demand for characters. 

Their teachers are Han Opera Theater performers. After they graduate, they will be given a position in Han Opera Theater 
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and performers in seven departments. 

On the other hand, the most important reason for Zhang and Yao to quit performing and turn to 

work on research is that the salary and welfare of performers and researchers are the same. “I don’t 

really mind that I am working on recording performances, editing records and doing paperwork in the 

research department right now. Because I still have opportunities to perform when the play needs me, 

and I have a smaller workload yet earn same salary. I don’t want to compete with the people who have 

a strong will to be the star”131 This exposes a key aspect of WHOT’s management system, as a gov-

ernment-owned company, it runs as a public institution system132, which does not encourage workers 

to develop through competition for bonuses.  

A public institution in China is a social service organization established by a state-owned prop-

erty that mainly works in education, technology, culture, and health. It has two characteristics: 1) not 

for profit; 2) financial and other departments do not focus on the pursuit of economic interest on return. 

The public institutions also need to accept the leadership of the Communist Party and government. 

WHOT belongs to the full allocation public institution, which is used to refer to a no-income or low-

income company. Under the management of the government, employees’ salary depends on their 

length of service, position and normally does not depend on their workload. In return, because they 

get full financial support, they cannot do commercial performances. In other words, they are forbidden 

to make bonus profit by performing Han Opera for hire. Zhang Zhiwen thought this system decreased 

performers’ passion for developing Han Opera.133  
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As employees in a public institution, Han Opera performers also lose their own opportunities 

to achieve their operatic development or their value relative to success in the Han Opera market. Li 

Qing, a Dan player in the research department, told me: “Everyone in our office [research department] 

has been working a part-time job. I sell curtains, Yao is a photographer, and Zhang composes Peking 

Opera that he sells to Peking Opera theatres. We all love Han Opera. We spent our whole life on it, but 

in the institution, hard-work does not bring us a better life.” I asked, “Why don’t you leave the theater?” 

Li sighed and answered: “[I want to] sing as long as possible (“neng chang yi tian shi yi tian”). The 

theater at least provides a basic living support for me. Furthermore, now I am almost fifty years old, 

my daughter almost does not need me to raise her anymore. One day, when I don’t have much living 

pressure, the rest of my life will focus on Han Opera not for profit.”134 

From a practical perspective, the potential of WHOT has not been developed yet. It has ade-

quately prepared to engage society more actively and in multiple ways to promote Han Opera. The 

research department has completed a series of Han Opera studies covering Han Opera knowledge from 

music to sociology.135 The performing troupe, refers to all the staff in Han Opera, not just the popular 

performers who perform in the opera house every day, and that means that a lot of performers who are 

also professionally qualified for stage but have nothing to do after their morning exercise. In other 

words, WHOT’s recourse and labor were distributed neither rationally nor sufficiently. Above all, the 

institutionalization of Han Opera in WHOT has a duality that has placed Han Opera performers in an 
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ambivalent situation. On the one hand, its structure functions like a music industry which can serve all 

the demands of a normal performing troupe’s operation. It also supports Han Opera performers’ basic 

lives and sets up a good foundation for pursuing a better development of Han Opera. On the other hand, 

it is a government-owned company which restricts the institution’s development and does not allow 

the employee to open their businesses. At the same time, Wuhan Han Opera Theatre is the only au-

thorized Han Opera troupe in Wuhan. It has the most important power of discourse regarding the in-

teraction between traditional opera development and government forces in a social context, and about 

the way Han Opera could engage in society. These functional antinomies of performers and institutions 

are actually presenting obstacles to Han Opera’s sustainable development. 

There is, finally, a modern preconception of Han Opera that is negative. Both Zhang Zhiwen 

and Li Qing’s daughter did not like Han Opera, and even refused to hear it. Li Qing’s daughter was a 

first-year college student major in law. Zhang Zhiwen’s daughter studies Western music history in the 

Wuhan Conservatory of Music and refused to talk about Han Opera. Yao Wen said that when they have 

dinner together, Zhang’s daughter never allowed them to talk about Han Opera or she left. Zhang had 

many complain about his daughter’s attitude toward Han Opera. Zhang Zhiwen said, “When she was 

young, about seven or eight years old, we were in a bus. One beggar came up, wore very poor with 

singing an operatic song to draw attention. She felt so excited and shook my hands, speaking very 

loudly. ‘Hi, father, look, look, the opera singer, same as you, an opera singer!’ At that moment, I was 

so embarrassed and all the other passengers looked at me, I don’t know how to reply her, you know.” 

Zhang sighed and explained he didn’t want his daughter’s impression of opera performers to be people 

who were poor and marginalized.136 

                                                             
136 Zhang Zhiwen, interview by author, WHOT, August 3, 2016. 
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Both of the government’s rigid management and losing the young generation as an audience 

creates two significant problems for Han Opera’s development. The declining and limited Han Opera 

market means young performers don’t have enough chance to practice on stage which may finally lead 

to Han Opera’s total diminishment. This dilemma has been broadly recognized. Both Han Opera mas-

ters from Wuhan Han Opera in Hubei province and from Guangdong Han Opera in Guangdong prov-

ince proposed that cultivating young audience and reorganizing government-owned companies’ sys-

tem is necessary for Han Opera’s preservation and promotion.137  

In 2015, Opera into Campuses and Chinese National Arts Fund program (herein after as CNAF), 

two long-term government-led projects were launched in response. The former brought opera 

knowledge and performances onto campuses that were aiming to create a better environment for Han 

Opera’s development and promotion. The latter focused on producing a classic Han Opera production 

with a modern aesthetic and market. Both projects embody Han Opera performers as creative individ-

uals who have an important role in negotiating between the rigid government-owned institution and 

neoliberal market, which is also significant in the whole process of creative economy’s initiative in 

China.  

 

Opera into Campuses Program in WHOT and Schools  

Zhang Zhiwen, as a main worker in the Opera into Campuses program, asserted its propose 

was “centering on school, leading the families, encouraging the whole of society to pay attention to 

                                                             
137 Hu Heyan, “汉剧保护之我见,” [“My Perspective of Han Opera Preservation”] Home of Operas, 8 (Summer 

2014): 27; Also see Chen Shuqiang, “浅谈如何振兴汉剧的传承与发展,” [“Brief Discussion of How to Preserve and 

Develop Han Opera”] Windows of Art, 308(June 2013): 101. 
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traditional operas, and ultimately inherit the national tradition.”138 In other words, the Opera into the 

Campuses program was designed and launched in order to bring opera troupes into schools in the 

Wuhan area to promote traditional operas. The activity includes seminars, performances, and the teach-

ing of basic performing skills, and equips students with opera textbooks. It is conducted by Wuhan 

Bureau of Culture, Wuhan Propaganda Department and executed by all the opera troupes in Wuhan.  

The Opera into Campuses program is for all levels of students, from elementary school to uni-

versity. Zhang Zhiwen summarized instruction in this program as operating activities in all ranges of 

schools in the Wuhan city, arousing the students’ interest in traditional arts, enhancing the students' 

artistic and aesthetic accomplishments, and carrying forward the socialist core values.139 The Opera 

into Campuses program involves composing textbooks, supporting the troupes to go onto the campuses 

give performances, lectures, organizing the clubs and leading students to go into the traditional opera’s 

performing theatre, and holding a summer camp.140 In 2015, WHOT outlined living arrangements for 

Han Opera personnel, some within the institution and some retired, so they could work together to 

compile the Han Opera textbook. They did this work according to their own knowledge and experience, 

and in cooperation with other Han Opera specialists to ensure accuracy. It provided a precondition for 

bringing Han Opera into the pedagogy system. In 2016, WHOT conducted “Thousand Campus, Thou-

sand Sessions” program.141 Zhang Zhiwen regarded this program as a sign that the government was 

                                                             
138 Zhang Zhiwen, interviewed by author, WHOT, July 28, 2016.  

139 Ibid. 

140 Zhang Rao, “以培养兴趣为第一要义——谈戏曲进校园,” [“Interest is the principle—Discussion about 

Opera into Campuses”] Guangming Daily, October 10, 2016, accessed December 10, 2017; Also see Yu Pei, “湖北：全

面推动 ‘戏曲进校园’ 传承优秀传统文化,” [“Hubei: Promoting Opera into Campuses, Inheriting Traditional Culture”] 

Hubei Daily, November 27, 2016, accessed December 10, 2017. 

141 “One thousand sessions in the one thousand schools” means in 450 performances, 450 lectures and 100 tutor-

ing sessions in classrooms. It was conducted collectively by Wuhan Han Opera Theatre, Wuhan Peking Opera Theatre, 
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making genuine efforts to develop opera. All the performers from Wuhan Peking Opera Theater, 

WHOT and Wuhan Chu Opera with the students from Opera Specialist Schools were suddenly very 

busy going to schools to give performances and lectures, and helping schools to establish traditional 

opera clubs.142 

For university students, in the Central China Normal University, the Han Opera Study Center 

is the first professor-led local opera study organization at the University in Hubei. The director, Pro-

fessor Zhou, is a vocal professor. Zhou Xizheng believed that bringing Han Opera into universities 

could improve its social status. It benefited Han Opera’s promotion.143 

Zhou Xizheng designed three dimensions for structuring his Han Opera curriculum. First, he 

teaches his own students Han Opera excerpts in a new way, combining the Western system of stage 

singing with the Han Opera music system to explore Chinese opera singing through comparative anal-

ysis. He invited WHOT performers to cooperate with him to give master classes for his students to 

polish their Han Opera performing skills. Yuan Zhongyu was one of the Han Opera performers who 

gave master classes to Zhou Xizheng’s students in CCNU. Second, he designs the opera music courses 

for other majors in the music school, such as Introduction to Opera Appreciation. Third, he popularizes 

Han Opera by holding concerts and lectures regularly in the concert hall on campus. Zhou felt proud 

of being able to play a central role in importing traditional opera into the standard university system to 

preserve and promote to it for the next generation.144 This program has become a model for other 

                                                             
Wuhan Chu Opera Troupe, Huangpi Chu Opera Troupe, and Caidian Chu Opera Troupe. 

142 Zhang Zhiwen, interview by author, WHOT, July 28, 2016. 

143 Zhang Zhiwen, interview by author, WHOT, August 5, 2016.  

144 Zhou Xizheng, interview by author, CCNU, May 23, 2016. 
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universities to promote opera on their campuses. Zhou Xizheng published a paper about his Han Opera 

Study Center in 2014.145 

For the elementary school, middle school and high school students, during the two-month sum-

mer break (July 1st – August 31st), there was a summer camp which brought students into the opera 

house to watch award-winning full-story operas (Quan Ben Xi). Han Opera summer camp in 2016 was 

a free summer camp for the students. When the opera troupe went to the school to give a performance 

and lecture during the spring semester, students and their parents could sign up to join the summer 

camp. Also, many students were invited by their friends after the troupes left and they just came and 

asked to participate. I observed the summer camp from July 24th through August 2nd. Every day was 

the same routine. The only difference was that on August 1st and 2nd, the lecturer was changed. On July 

29th, local TV stations also came to interview, so all the staff wore uniforms. The Han Opera staff 

wanted me to use this day’s pictures to show their normative working process. 

Around 12:30 pm, students and their parents started gathering at the Wuhan Theater’s lobby, 

and changed uniforms. At 1:00 pm, a guider from Han Opera came up and organized all the students 

in order to show and introduce Han Opera’s basic knowledge (including the play’s history, stage prop-

erties and settings, Han Opera’s characters, orchestra, and costumes) to them. This guide was originally 

an erhu player, and it was because of her outstanding ability to communicate that she was working in 

Publicity Department at that time.  

                                                             
145 Zhou Xizheng and Zhang Yi, “地方戏曲进入高师教育体系的构建研究---以湖北汉剧为例,” [“ Study of 

Regional Opera into University Education, Han Opera, For Example”] Hubei Social Science, 6(2006): 128-132. 
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Figure 4.3.1 Ye Qing, the guide, illustrating the “facial mask” for the students. Photo by author on 7/29/2016. 

 

  

Figure 4.3.2 Instrumentalists introducing wenchang and wuchang instruments to students. Photo by author on 7/29/2016. 
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Figure 4.3.3 Students touring backstage to watch how performers’ dress up and make up. Photo by author on 7/29/2016. 

 

  

Figure 4.3.4 One Xiao player showing students how to use the horsewhip to symbolize a scene where the character is riding

 a horse. Photo by author on 7/29/2016. 

After the guide introduced all the background information to students, a National Intangible 

Cultural Heritage bearer, Yuan Zhongyu came and let students sit on stage. The culture bearer gave 
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them a lecture about how ten role types are distinguished from each other and invited several specialist 

school students to demonstrate. There were two bearers in this program. Both of them chose to use 

Wuhan dialect to speak. They insisted that local dialect is a root of regional opera, and that a lecture is 

not only for informing, but also for letting students “feel” Han Opera. They know the knowledge may 

not be retained but they want to bring the students a remarkable experience. 

 

Figure 4.3.5 National Culture bearer, Yuan Zhongyu, a Tie player, introducing ten role types to students. Photo by author

 on 7/29/2016. 
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Figure 4.3.6 three students who came from Wuhan Han Opera Specialist School giving a demonstration: a Xiao player, a

 Dan player and a Jinghu Player. Photo by author on 7/29/2016.  

When the students had workshops on the stage, I talked with two mothers in the audience. They 

were so excited their children had opportunities to join this summer camp. When the two mothers were 

little, they watched Han Opera but their children did not know about Han Opera before, since “this 

performing art disappeared in the past ten or twenty years”.146 Their children did not speak in Wuhan 

dialect. They said that the schools required students to speak Mandarin on campus, so the parents 

spoken Mandarin at home. They thought their children could understand Wuhan dialect, however, be-

cause they lived in Wuhan. Around 2:00 pm, the students left stage and returned to their seats in the 

audience to watch a 2015 Chinese National Arts Fund opera: Story of Losing a Son. It is a two-hour-

long opera, and includes 9 types of roles (excluding clown, Chou). After students watched this opera, 

which some was the first time seeing Han Opera in their lifetimes, they were invited back to stage to 

learn some simple gestures with performers (see Figure 4.3.7). 

                                                             
146 Interview with two audiences, Wuhan, July 28, 2016. 
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Figure 4.3.7 Girls following a Dan player to learn some basic gestures of a female character in Han Opera. In the back-

ground, boys following a Mo player to learn how an elder male character walks. Photo by author on 7/29/2016. 

From June to December 16, 2016, including summer camp and semesters, there were 1035 

sessions of opera activities that had been done in Wuhan.147 Because of this kind of promotional ex-

periment accepted by students, the Chinese government planned to popularize this program to become 

nation-wide event the following year. The next stage will be “trying to let each student watch one full-

story opera performance for free per year”.148 

Behind these investments in bringing operas to campuses and promoting traditional cultures is 

the government pursuit of developing a creative economy. On December 2nd, 2016, in a speech for the 

Tenth National Congress of China Federation of Literary and Art Circles, in Beijing, President Xi 

Jingping highlighted the importance of confidence in “Cultural Value (Wenhua Jiazhi)”and its signif-

                                                             
147 Wang Juan, “武汉“戏曲进校园”经验向全国交流推广” ["Promotion and Communication of Wuhan’s Opera 

into Campuses”] Wuhan Evening News, December 15, 2015, accessed March 15, 2017. 

148 Hubei Province Ministry of Culture, “Nationwide Opera into Campus: In 2018, It will Realize that Opera into 

Campus Nation-Wide,” December 12, 2016, accessed in March, 15, 2017. 
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icance in forming “Cultural Confidence (Wenhua Zixin)” and “Cultural Creativity (Wenhua Chuang-

zaoli)”.149 Promoting Han Opera in campuses is a creative method of synchronizing Han Opera with 

the modern aesthetic and with commercial society, preserving traditional cultural values and transmit-

ting them to the young and fostering confidence among the young, as well.150Thus, Opera into Cam-

puses, a program that satisfies the expectations and the needs and goals of the modern Chinese gov-

ernment, provides an ideal example of creativity and adaptation for China’s new economic strategy. It 

is building up a foundation for future consumers of opera and other traditional cultural productions 

and it is training potential future performers in characteristic Chinese cultural connotation. 

In connecting my observation of Opera into Campuses program to Florida’s framework of cre-

ative economy, I can agree that such an economy needs to manage and maintain diversity-minded 

aesthetics and an appropriate operational environment, as well as attracting and retaining “a certain 

kind of person to generate ideas, spur innovation, and harness human creativity”.151 In another words, 

it can only be practiced in an urban location that can provide adequate venues equipped for training 

workshops, lectures, demonstrations and performances, access to multi-media technology for record-

ing and presentation, adequate number of participants; and must be presented to a community that can 

appreciate different creativities. Thus, the essential condition for developing creative economy can be 

summarized in three terms: tolerance, talent and technology. 

In this case, Opera into Campus contributes to expanding public tolerance of traditional operas. 

                                                             
149 JinPing Xi, “开幕词,” [“Opening Speech”] (Presentation, The Tenth National Congress of China Federation 

of Literary and Art Circles, Beijing, November 30, 2016). 

150 Tiejun Wang, “人民日报思想纵横：创意经济显活力,” [“Creative Economy Shows Its Vitality”] People’s 

Daily, August 26, 2016, accessed December 12,2016. 

151 Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class, 2nd ed. (New York: Basic Books, 2014), 15-35. 
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It promotes diversity and encourages urban communities to be more accepting of creative activities 

from various cultures. Wuhan as one of the best hubs in China is an ideal local for creative economy 

initiatives.152Han Opera is an embodiment of all the local characteristics of its province, including the 

folk tunes, traditional customs, and dialects, and a pedagogical environment it has shown its ability to 

evoke students’ interests in and curiosity about traditional cultures. Moreover, by cultivating more 

young audiences and their families, more performance opportunities open up for Han Opera perform-

ers to practice. This program will, in certain extent, contribute to promoting Han Opera for future 

generations and preserving the opera’s legacy in modern society. It is a strategy of building an opera-

friendly “aesthetic community” for the sustainable development of traditional performing arts in an 

urban area.153  

“Talent” is both the core labor and the capital in China’s concept of creative economy. In the 

Opera into Campuses, the talent is a measure of performer’s creativity. Opera into Campuses program 

met all the criteria but one: from a recruiting standpoint, it did not identify and develop talent on its 

first venture, as was hoped. This may have been due to the duration of lectures and workshops, or to 

the necessity of allowing students to become familiar with the opera the first time around.  There is a 

second project, and the Chinese National Arts Fund that I will discuss in the following section. These 

two programs combined with each other and conducted in a government-owned cultural institution can 

satisfy all of the desired conditions of creative economy, which benefits Han Opera’s autonomous 

development sufficiently. 

                                                             
152 Dexuan Yang, 汉剧图文志[Illustrated Book on Hubei Opera] (Wuhan: Hubei Art Press, 2011), 1-36. 

153 In Lily Chumley’s Creativity Class: Art School and Culture Work in Postsocialist China. (Princeton, NJ: 

Princeton University Press, 2016), 13. “In art, design, film, advertising, and related fields of visual culture, developing a 
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Chinese National Arts Fund Program in WHOT 

In 2015, there were two projects that Wuhan Han Opera Theatre got involved in: Chinese Na-

tional Arts Fund (CNAF) and Opera into Campuses. The production of CNAF, as one part of Opera 

into Campuses summer camp, was presented in Wuhan Opera Theater from July 20 to October 12, in 

the summer of 2016 in Wuhan. The CNAF project was established in 2013 by the Chinese government. 

It is funded by the Ministry of Finance as well as through legal donations, and is affiliated with Min-

istry of Culture. The review of CNAF is independent from the public institution system, and any kind 

of performing arts can apply for the fund.154 It aims to develop a flourishing multicultural environment 

for arts. The candidates need to provide a complete composition, and all the materials are reviewed by 

a specialists’ panel. All of the specialists are selected from different authenticities and would not review 

their own institution’s composition, to ensure impartiality. CNAF functions like a supervisor outside 

of all the performing institutions in order to separate the supervision and the development of compo-

sitions. It provides an opportunity for all qualified creations to be promoted efficiently.155 

In the past, the Han Opera personnel’s salary did not depend on how much work they did but 

their length of service. As a result, no one was motivated to do extra work for Han Opera’s develop-

ment outside of its own the system. After Han Opera applied to the CNAF program successfully, the 

cast, accompaniment and the ground officials earned extra payment which was a wage-labor stimulus 

that motivated staff to produce a high-quality composition. Zhang Zhiwen thought that the CNAF 

program makes all the staff in WHOT work together the way they did in their most successful period, 

                                                             
154Chinese National Arts Fund, “国家艺术基金章程（试 行）,”[“Constitution of Chinese National Arts Fund”] 

Last Modified May 1, 2014, accessed November 21, 2016. 

155 Yeting Han, “国家艺术基金:用新政撬动文艺生态变革,” [“Chinese National Art Fund: New policies Im-
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with passion and a sense of responsibility. In the past, the Han Opera personnel salary was fixed and 

they had a low statute in society. Through the CNAF program, Han Opera performers, as members of 

the creative class, also regained their artistic autonomy. The performers from ten types of roles coop-

erated with the famous playwright Zheng Huaixing, based on their own experience to compose a play 

which balances Han Opera’s music features with modern tastes. WHOT was taking advantage of this 

program to put heavy effort toward promoting Han Opera to modern audiences, even though they felt 

exhausted at the end of each day.156  

Thus the CNAF’s mechanism not only can stimulate the performing troupe to produce a high- 

quality show, but also manage the show as a commercial program and take responsibility to supervise 

the execution of duties. Although it is supported by the government, the mechanism is quite like a free-

market trade instead of government welfare duty: the government uses money as an exchange medium 

to buy Han Opera staff’s “goods”, i.e. quality opera. Since producing a creative production is the “super 

core” of creative economy, then it shows that the CNAF is aiming to build up a platform for launching 

a new economy for the future. 

 

 

Observation of Story of Losing a Son in the Summer Camp 

In the summer of 2016, I observed the 2015 CNAF program: Story of Losing a Son.157 This 

program was combined with Opera into Campuses. I regard this combination of the two programs as 

an “organic synthesis” that maximizes the use of resources to save money, time and energy. They 

                                                             
156 Zhang Zhiwen, interview by author, WHOT, July 30, 2016. 

157 They performed this play to public was in 2016. The WHOT used this play to apply to fund in 2015, so they 

called it as 2015 CNAF program. 
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shared the same performance site, performers, recorders, and lighting directors. The other staff did not 

need to organize an additional activity. At the same time, both programs got better results: students 

could watch a full-story opera instead of an excerpt when they went to a summer camp, and the Story 

of Losing a Son had young audience member in addition to older traditional opera fans.  

The play, Story of Losing a Son, was arranged from a famous Chinese historical story (“Cheng 

Ying Saved Orphan”), for applying to the CNAF program. All the staff, such as musical composer, 

director, designer of stage setting and major performers, went to Wuhan suburbs for one month to 

arrange a new version. In the arranging process, they considered many aspects which could make the 

production fit into the modern aesthetic taste. For instance, the original Story of Losing a Son is about 

four and a half hours long, which is too long for modern audiences who are used to two-hour long 

movies. Thus, Han Opera personnel needed to decide which plots should be dropped or shortened and 

which plots should be developed more.  

The plot of Story of Losing a Son follows the drama of a loyal minister who sacrifices his only 

son to protect the son of his benefactor. His benefactor was framed by a disloyal minister and the rest 

of his family was killed. This loyal minister and his wife secretly feed their benefactor’s son for twenty 

years in a remote mountain village. When the benefactor’s unjust case is reopened and the injustice 

revealed, the loyal minister sends the benefactor’s son back to the imperial court for revenge. It is a 

famous historic story, which has been adapted for film, TV and other kinds of operas. This story 

demonstrates many aspects of humanity: a disloyal minister’s greed and mercilessness, another min-

ister’s loyalty, the theme of paternal love, a son’s reciprocal feeding, and how people sacrificed a 

family’s happiness for a greater political motive. The media productions used to only select one or two 

points to perform, as was the case with the CNFA version of Han Opera’s adaptation. 
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WHOT made four major changes in the modern version of Story of Losing a Son: 1) adding 

modern technology to the stage and lighting design; 2) downplaying how the feudal ministry sacrificed 

themselves for their loyalty to the lord, and paying more attention to the affection between the mom 

and her baby; 3) in the original version, after the mom knew her baby was killed, she died of grief and 

shock. In the new version, because the government has worked on eliminating feudal superstition, the 

mom just dreams about dying but she does not die; and, 4) in the mother’s dream, two netherworld 

security officers guide her to the kingdom of hell. In the Chinese fairy tale, after people died, they 

needed to go through a Nahe Bridge one by one to enter the netherworld and start their afterlives. The 

new version creates a new plot device: when there are too many dead people at the Nahe Bridge, they 

need to wait in line to cross. These two security officers function like the police in the real world, and 

they also need to maintain order to make sure people do not jump the queue, so they say, “Do not jump 

a queue, be a civilized dead person” and “Do not bribe me, it does not work”. This new plot device 

and dialogue coincide with two things which the government has emphasized in recent years: “Obey 

the order, be a civilized citizen (zunshouzhixu zuowenmingshimin)” and “Combat corruption and build 

a clean government (fanfuchanglian)”. 

I asked Zhang Zhiwen why these changes were made. Did any official from CCP intervene in 

the compositional process? He told me, “No”, unhesitatingly: “This new history opera version of Story 

of Losing a Son was composed by Han Opera Theater staff and Zheng Haixing. Zheng is a playwright, 

he not only writes traditional operas but also modern dramas. He reframed the story and worked with 

our Han Opera performers based on our experience and memory to enrich the details. As far as I know, 

we did not intend to insert any political implication. Because, you know, it was difficult to produce an 

authentic Han Opera which also meets the aesthetics of modern audiences. Moreover, this story is very 
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well-known and we were really stressed while we were creating it. We did not have enough time and 

energy to pay attention to any political propaganda purposes at that time. Anyway, we produced this 

opera for applying to CNAF and they did not require it either.”158 Thus, none of these changes were 

aiming to fulfill the government’s political propaganda demand -- it is for a better production only.  

In regard to the music of Story of Losing a Son, when comparing it to other old recordings of 

Han Opera’s famous excerpts around 1980s, I could identify when a shift in speaking accent and tone 

of operatic singing occurred. The Huguang accent was decreased quite a bit since the Promoting Man-

darin Committee established and published the government announcement “Instructions about Pro-

moting Mandarin” in 1956. The latest recordings captured an accent and tone which comes across as 

a Wuhan dialect in a Mandarin accent. Then I asked my informants about the relationship between the 

decline of dialect’s usage and Han Opera’s changes. Geng Liya is a teacher of the Specialist School 

and also a thirty-year-old Tie player, and she also participated the Story of Losing a Son’s performance. 

She told me that the students in the Specialist School come from all across China, as long as performers 

follow the aria types’ rhythm (zouban) and ending notes (luoyin), their accent does not really affect 

their performance. I continued to ask, “How about that some differences between the old version’s and 

modern version’s singing style?” She said, “I know what you mean, I have the same feeling. I think 

that it might because our generation’s interpretation is different from older generations. Because of the 

change of era that something must change.” 159 

Other than the accent, the teaching methods have changed as well. Through my interviews, I 

found that some of the performers, including Geng Liya have started to train themselves in Western 
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operatic techniques.160 They not only take Western vocal lessons in the Hubei Province Song and 

Dance Theater but also teach their students to use Western vocal methods to warm up and find the right 

position to sing. Li Qing, a Dan performer, who is also the teacher of Han Opera Specialists School, 

told me “No matter if the music we sing is Han Opera or Western songs. We have to use same technique 

to produce sound at first. One day, I found that in the Western vocal lessons that they use a clearer way 

instead of abstract instructions to tell me how to sing, I really appreciate it, and I wish I had known 

this when I was young. Thus, I take their way, the Western vocal techniques, to teach, and I wouldn’t 

have wasted my students’ time”.161 Geng Liya, a Tie performer, said that every generation of Han 

Opera performers changed their singing method in different ways. Working on traditional opera today, 

she is willing to modernize and make compromises and accommodations in order to move into the 

future. Moreover, as a performer, before they considered how to satisfy the audiences, they have to 

satisfy themselves first. Thus, it is normal and necessary to adapt the Western vocal technique when 

she appreciated it.162 

Li and Geng’s open attitudes toward importing Western singing techniques to Han Opera made 

me consider whether this could make the Han Opera lose some of its identity. In other words, what is 

the boundary limit of Han Opera’s evolution and adaption? I could not find an answer in literature 

which either uses words to depict how people enjoy the opera or gives a simple score to present the 

basic melody of one opera excerpt. No book can show oral-tradition music precisely. These questions 

are too pragmatic and could not be explained by books or by a few examples. I asked Yuan Zhongyu 
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and Geng Liya, about their opinions as to my concern. Yuan said that performers know what authentic 

Han Opera is and what it is not, but the senior audience could not tell, because one slight difference 

that could make Han Opera sound “wrong” (you wenti) can only be recognized by sophisticated per-

formers.163 Geng mentioned a concept called “opera flavor” (xiwei), which is a stylized operatic way 

to express vivid emotions in opera. She claimed that the xiwei is the key for Han Opera’s authenticity, 

but it is really individual and can be various. In another words, Han Opera performers, themselves, are 

the only resource for analyzing a Han Opera performance in terms of accuracy and authenticity.164  

From analysis of Story of Losing a Son, the Han Opera performers can be seen as unique and 

their creative ability cannot be standardized for production as an “assembly line” in the industry. They 

are the creative “human capital” in WHOT as a creative industry.165 Their talents are irreplaceable, 

and their professional creative capacity “cannot be bought and sold, or turned on and off at will, though 

people can be hired and fired”166. Each one of them is a member of the creative class, the key to creative 

economy.  

I assert that based on these characteristic, Han Opera performers are qualified to be the epitome 

of the creative class, qualifying WHOT to be an exemplary creative industry, by extension. First, as 

musicians, their creativity is artistry drawn from discipline and craft, vast professional knowledge and 

a tradition of versatility in skills. Second, money is necessary but not sufficient to lure them away to 
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another way of life. They work for payment but primarily are driven by internal motivations, the in-

trinsic rewards and satisfactions of their pursuits.167 Their preference for performing Han Opera is the 

most important motivation. For instance, Yuan Zhongyu was the eighty-year old Tie performer who 

taught Opera into Campuses Summer Camp. About thirty years ago, she left Han Opera Theater and 

ran a restaurant in another distinct in Wuhan for ten years. Then she went to Shanghai and opened a 

business there. Around fifteen years ago, she earned enough money and returned to Wuhan to teach 

Han Opera in the Specialist School, publish Han Opera papers and contribute to promoting it. Yuan 

sacrificed her opportunities to either make more money or to enjoy the rest of her life in leisurely 

retirement, and decided to work in Han Opera again. All of her efforts are internally motivated; no one 

else could have pushed her to make that decision. In fact, her family and friends were quite against her 

returning to the opera, but she had made up her mind, despite all objections. Third, since no standard 

can measure how much input the performers contribute, their autonomous initiatives are exponentially 

significant. Han Opera performers like Yuan are members of a creative class who are “paid to use their 

minds—the full scope of their cognitive and social skills” to work in a “great deal of independent 

judgement”168. All the above indicates that Han Opera performers are a creative class who are essential 

factor for Han Opera to operate as a public institution that must play a part in the new creative economy. 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
167 Ibid., 69. 

168 Ibid., 8-9. 
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Summary 

This chapter has illustrated how government-owned institutions support but limit folk music 

development at the same time. When it comes to modern China, in the neoliberal context, this institu-

tional antinomy exacerbates the weaknesses of a rigid public institution system: loss of young gener-

ation performers, low morale of existing performers, reduced performance and production quality, and 

allowing operas to be replaced by ever-changing tastes for modern entertainment in the consumer mar-

ket. On the other hand, the institutionalization of Han Opera restructured it as a music industry, which 

could deal with producing, studying, performing, promoting and addressing contemporary issues to 

serve all the needs entailed by continuance and development. Moreover, because WHOT’s staff are 

professional, WHOT is a creative industry that can not only provide opportunities and challenges for 

performers, but also function in consensus as a cooperative, instead of under the authority of a few 

deciding leaders, augmenting its creative inputs and outcomes, as mentioned above.169 

     Taking advantage of this structure in the government-owned public institution system, 

WHOT operated Opera into Campuses and Chinese National Arts Fund programs, two government-

led programs, in the summer of 2016 in the Wuhan area. Wuhan, as the biggest inland transportation 

hub of mainland China, provides a relatively comfortable physical environment for development of 

creative economy.170 Opera into Campuses program expanded Wuhan’s tolerance of cultural diver-

sity and reintroduced traditional operas to modern music education in Wuhan, which helped foster 

the beginnings of a restored community relationship, also inspiring the community to be creative and 

diversified, themselves, which enables even greater potential for future development in Han Opera. 

                                                             
169 Ibid., 34. 

170 Haining Shen, 楚腔汉调 [Fascinating Chu Tunes and Melodies: An Illustrated Handbook of Han Opera Ar-

tifacts] (Wuhan: Hubei People Press, 2003), 58-66. 
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The CNAF program, Story of Losing a Son, although was a part of Opera into Campuses summer 

camp, embodies that government intended to support WHOT composing a producible play for mod-

ern market. It not only met government’s requirements of developing traditional opera, but also satis-

fied modern people’s aesthetic. In this case, Han Opera performer, the creative class, an individual 

who has ability to transform the state, the culture and the economy with their innovative potential. 

They could play either an authorial discourse or an obedient servicer role depending on context 

which demonstrates the ambivalence of creative class in China’s political economy.171 

In sum, Han Opera as a public institution in modern Chinese society through two govern-

ment-led projects created a win-win situation: creative economy is what government wants and the 

stagnation threatening Han Opera’s continuation was broken through promotion and reintroduction 

into society. In neoliberal China, the dual strategies of institution-to-industry reforms and govern-

ment-led projects are both crucial to and representative of the neoliberal transformation process and 

Han Opera’s revitalization. 

                                                             
171 Lily Chumley, Creativity Class: Art School and Culture Work in Postsocialist China (New Jersey: Princeton 

University Press, 2016), 20. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 

In the 1980s, when the PRC opened the door to the international market, traditional operas 

started facing a more serious series of risks. The availability of performance opportunities, youth au-

diences and performers was all declining. The management of troupes was not feasible, which made 

many private troupes disband. The Han Opera troupes have to rely on government patronage. Han 

Opera and many other traditional arts’ markets have been almost replaced by modern entertainment. 

In this situation, performers have become a vulnerable population in the institution and also in society. 

In terms of quality management and adherence to tradition, during certain phases, according to Zhang 

Zhiwen, the Han Opera Theater did not adhere so rigidly to upholding the traditional performance 

standards of its time-honored conventions, as many performers and composers were just concerned 

with getting paid. The quality of Han Opera plays declined, hybridization increased and the Han Opera 

market shrunk. All of these risks are regarded as a consequence of China’s social development. Han 

Opera as a public institution was restructured according to a music industry model. In the summer of 

2016, it became involved in the creative economy initiative and through its two projects, the Chinese 

National Arts Fund and Opera into Campuses, it started to revitalize itself. These two projects’ prac-

tices have shown that Han Opera performers are able to turn their improvisational performances into 

innovation productions, which has defined Han Opera performers’ new identity as a creative class.172 

At the same time, WHOT is conducting itself as a qualified creative industry because the entirety of 

the organization is the member of the creative class. The performers commit their talents even to ne-

gotiating between the government’s political culture and the rise of creative commercial industry in 

China’s march to globalization.  

                                                             
172 Eitan Wilf, “Semiotic Dimensions of Creativity,” Annual Review of Anthropology, 43 (2014): 397-412. 
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Through the case of Han Opera’s institution-to-industry transformation, we can observe how a 

state-controlled public institution functions in the process of modernization, and how the government 

allows the performers to produce creatively and autonomously, and maintain traditional characteristics 

while satisfying modern aesthetics. Opera into Campuses, a long-term program which was promoted 

not just in Wuhan but nationwide, is based on the center of the nuclear family, children,173 to radiate 

Han Opera and regional operas back into the daily life of the masses. The Chinese National Arts Fund 

motivates Han Opera to adopt more modern aesthetics into traditional but bygone-era plays, to reach 

for higher production and performance standards again, and to create innovative ways to reach new 

and younger audiences. These programs have reintroduced Han Opera to the society. The situation not 

only illustrates that the cultural organizations and performing troupes are transforming in neoliberal 

China, but also shows how the Chinese market organization is transitioning under the new economic 

policy: from an industrial labor economy, it is transitioning to a cultural capital economy, where talent 

is the labor core and also the product.174 It sets a global model for reforming traditional cultural insti-

tutions for revitalization and cultural and economic gain. 

This transitional process leaves one serious problem to explore: hybridization of opera plays. 

Zhang Zhiwen openly expressed many concerns about the stressful pressure he felt when having to 

participate in predicting a modern audience’s tastes, and in deciding what adaptations might be con-

sidered most “modern”. His overall attitude was one of doubtful commitment, and his sense of respon-

sibility was weighing on him visibly. He did not speak with very high confidence in the program’s 

success but insisted that it was “necessary”, nonetheless. Under the creative commercial initiative and 

                                                             
173 Lily Chumley, Creativity Class: Art School and Culture Work in Postsocialist China (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2016), 60-93. 

174 Keane Micheal, Creative Industries in China: Art, Design and Media (Cambridge: Policy Press, 2013), 7-9. 
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with the government’s constant encouragement, Han Opera has to keep going forward, but has no time 

to review what they might be losing. 

In summary, the Chinese creative economy initiative functions like a vector that brings Han 

Opera into merger with modern society again, but also, in so doing, leads Han Opera to an unpredict-

able future. Despite the risks and the challenges, WHOT’s programs have shown tremendous potential 

for success and WHOT has the potential to serve as a model for other traditional music institutions that 

want to or are attempting to revitalize themselves. Being “institutionalized” can often result in stagna-

tion, as cultural traditions become frozen, lose their social dynamic and relevancy, and suffer attrition 

and obsolescence.175 Repurposing them by stimulating original creative works and reintroducing them 

into society helps to restore their relevance, but this takes cooperation and research on the part of the 

government, if this revitalization is on a national scale. The attitude of modern markets has to be 

gauged, in terms of the sentiments of the people, and their perspective of traditions, just as consumer 

markets are evaluated in terms of “demand”. It is possible that the Chinese government has taken these 

steps, and surveys of audience members confirms that there is an attachment to “old traditions” and a 

desire for children to reconnect with these traditions, especially after the one-child policy’s termination. 

Han Opera applied independently for its endowment, producing an original version of a traditional 

play without propaganda added or requested, notably, and showing precisely the kind of creative ini-

tiative and talent that creative economy policy has identified as essential to its success. The situation 

for WHOT may be stressful and problematic and risky, but the marriage of WHOT and the creative 

economy initiative creates a window of opportunity for any research in which changes and transitions 

                                                             
175 Daniel Muzio and Faulconbridge James, “The Global Professional Service Firm: ‘One Firm’ Models versus 

(Italian) Distant Institutionalized Practices,” Organization Studies, 34/7 (2013): 897-925. 
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are relevant subject matter. WHOT has the talent as a creative class and the qualifications as a creative 

industry. What remains to be seen is its effectiveness in attracting a new generation of performers who 

can inherit and innovate Han Opera in the future. What remains as a case for research is whether Han 

Opera, as WHOT, sustains itself through reinvention or transforms into a completely new form of 

regional opera which celebrating the Wuhan area’s sound. 

In terms of specific qualities of a traditional institution, the concerns raised by alterations of 

dialect, in particular, are not just peculiar to Han Opera, but relevant to any other cultural institution 

for which language is a salient feature of identity. As WHOT transitions, an ideal opportunity arises 

for field research in cultural anthropology, linguistics and sociology, as well as economics. The recip-

rocal relationship between a government and a cultural institution, particularly one previously consid-

ered nearly “extinct”,176 is unusual. The impact of WHOT’s success will have implications across the 

nation, and, since it is meant to represent China in a global market, will eventually impact the global 

market, as well. A chance to witness an emerging global phenomenon is one of the greatest cultural 

opportunities WHOT and its industry are enabling, something of a scope beyond internal or insular 

changes, or even paradigm shifts. The significant feature of WHOT’s situation is the role of the gov-

ernment. My fieldwork research leads to the reality that, when governments or major authorities alter 

their relationship with an institution, especially a creative industry, and creative license is not only 

given but encouraged, then the industry has its best chance to thrive, to adapt, to revitalize and to 

transform along an “evolutionary path”, so to speak. Governments and traditional patrons, however, 

are historically difficult to shift unless, as Yuan Zhongyu is, they are motivated from within. If there is 

                                                             
176 Li Qing, a Dan player, and Zhang Zhiwen, a Xiao player, interview by author, WHOT’s Research Depart-

ment, August 5 to 7, 2016.  
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not an autonomous initiative from the institution, however, the two never meet in the middle; they 

never come together in a cooperative venture. This preliminary study has revealed much about what it 

takes to revitalize a traditional cultural institution such as Han Opera, that it takes a dual initiative, 

really, and a synthesis within both the institution and the government, as well as timing with audience 

sentiment and interest. It also takes an awareness of the value of cultural traditions in terms of language 

and dialect.  

Han Opera has always provided a platform for examining social change and understanding 

community concerns in a multicultural, multilingual environment. In examining the modernization of 

WHOT, we not only get a chance to observe linguistic, artistic and ideological transformations in pro-

gress, but we are able to generalize the successful strategies of a creative initiative and learn from its 

mistakes and failures. In this way, Han Opera has, indeed, become relevant again under China’s new 

creative economy initiative, not just socially as it was in historic times, but nationally, academically, 

and musically and on a potentially global scale. Field researchers observing institutions undergoing 

such transitions may have an opportunity to change their own roles and relationships to their target 

communities, accordingly, becoming cross-cultural informants for their research communities of in-

terest, helping to negotiate similar cooperative ventures between endangered musical communities and 

their governing authorities, but for that to happen, there must be a model to emulate. WHOT, after 

initial investigation, seems poised to become just that model. In 1962, Dong Biwu, then joint Vice-

President of the PRC with Song Qingling, dedicated this poem at an official function: “Peking and 

Kun Operas are of refined taste; Qin and Yue Operas bring to the world peace and tranquility; while 

Han Opera, created by Chen and Wu, displays Wuhan to the whole world”.177  

                                                             
177 This poem is now presented as a couplet in front of the WHOT’s building. 
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